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Abstract
This thesis considers a range of issues related to the characterization, simulation, and
interpolation of fluvially eroded topography.
First, the scaling properties are investigated in a number of ways. A precise
self-similarity condition is presented and shown to be compatible with a previously
proposed detachment-limited model of landscape evolution. The condition leads to
several power laws that have been found empirically for natural basins. Then Play-
fair's law, which is often used to estimate the ratio of two parameters in the model,
is investigated. When the simulated topography is in dynamic equilibrium, this ratio
determines the nature of the self-similarity if it occurs. Estimates of the parameter
ratio obtained from Playfair's law may be biased when measurements of channel slope
are made over large distances, particularly if the uplift rate varies in time. New mea-
surement techniques are presented which account for these biases. The sensitivity of
the basin scaling properties to the sequencing of erosion events is also investigated. A
set of two-dimensional network growth models are shown to produce scaling results
that are inconsistent with natural topography. When elevation effects are included
in the models, the networks have scaling properties in better agreement with natural
ones.
Based on the analyses described above, a topographic model is developed and
used in a new interpolation procedure. The model rapidly simulates topography in
dynamic equilibrium and includes tectonic uplift, fluvial incision, and hillslope diffu-
sion. In developing the surface, elevations are adjusted using a headward sequencing
algorithm. The model is tested by comparing the scaling properties of the simulated
surfaces with the power laws implied by the self-similarity condition. The model
is then embedded in a method to develop fine-scale topography from widely-spaced
measurements of elevation. A spatially-variable erodability parameter is estimated
through an iterative procedure to bring the simulation results in better agreement
with the observations. A final distortion is needed to produce exact agreement. The
proposed interpolation method develops a rough surface, so its elevation estimates
usually have more error than those from a smooth interpolation surface. However,
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the method produces topography with more realistic roughness and drainage proper-
ties.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this document, a topographic interpolation procedure is developed based on the
physical processes that shape the land surface. Interpolation of topographic data is
a common task in the earth sciences and environmental engineering. It is often used
to grid irregularly-spaced measurements, replace missing or spurious data, and visu-
alize topographic surfaces. The interpolation problem can be stated in the following
generic form. Given a set of observations zk, where k = 1, ... , N, determine a surface
z that passes through these points. Clearly numerous surfaces can satisfy the eleva-
tion constraints, so one must provide additional criteria in order to define a unique
interpolation surface. Such criteria depend on the purpose of the interpolation. Some
interpolation procedures attempt to provide the most likely values of elevation at
unobserved locations, while others seek to reproduce the texture or variability of the
surface.
Several interpolation methods have been developed which treat the topographic
surface from a statistical perspective. These methods view topography as a random
field and provide elevation estimates that depend linearly on the observed values.
The most commonly-used statistical interpolation method is Kriging (Journel & Hui-
jbregts 1978, Olea 1999, Stein 1999, Chiles & Delfiner 1999), which is available in
geographical information system (GIS) packages such as ArcInfo. Kriging provides
the best linear unbiased estimate of unobserved elevations if the topographic surface
is homogeneous and the semi-variogram or covariance function is known in advance.
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If the field is also Gaussian, Kriging provides the best unbiased estimator (linear or
otherwise). The assurance of optimality under these simple conditions is an impor-
tant benefit of Kriging. The other main benefit is that Kriging provides an estimate
of the error of its interpolated elevations.
A similar, but non-statistical procedure is inverse distance weighting (IDW) in-
terpolation. This procedure is similar to Kriging because elevation estimates depend
linearly on the observation values. However, IDW interpolation uses weights that
simply depend on the inverse of the distance between the observed and unobserved
points (Watson & Philip 1985, Bartier & Keller 1996, Zoraster 1996).
Whereas statistical methods make specific assumptions regarding the true topog-
raphy, other interpolation methods proceed by assuming a form for the interpolation
surface. For example, one can assume that the interpolation surface obeys a bivariate
polynomial that passes through the closest observations. The linear version of this
approach simply connects the data with planar, triangularly-shaped facets. This sim-
ple case has the obvious disadvantage that the surface derivatives are discontinuous
at the data locations, but higher order polynomials (for example, quintic) can be used
to ensure that a certain number of derivatives are continuous (Akima 1978, Hardy
1990).
Similarly, one can approach the interpolation from a variational perspective by
assuming that the interpolation surface should be as smooth as possible (Briggs
1974, Talmi & Gilat 1977, Mit e & Mitisovai 1988, Mitasova & Mitis 1993). Such an
assumption leads to spline interpolation. For ordinary splines, the smoothness mea-
sure depends only on the curvature of the surface. Regularized splines include higher
order derivatives, and splines with tension include the first derivatives (Mitaisovai
& Mitas§ 1993, Wessel & Bercovici 1998). In all cases, the interpolation surface is
the smoothest surface that passes through the observations. Splines have also been
shown to be related to universal Kriging (Dubrule 1984), and a number of authors
have compared these various approaches for the case of topography. For example,
Desmet (1997) finds that spline interpolation produces the best results for a region
with very smooth topography.
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Interpolation of elevation data is difficult for these standard methods for several
reasons. First, topography is rarely homogeneous. Lithology, tectonics, and climate
can vary significantly over short distances. Because these properties determine the
nature and effectiveness of the landsculpting processes, the topography can change
in nontrivial ways. For example, the relief may differ significantly on opposite sides
of a fault line as observed throughout the basin and range region in Nevada. Some
standard interpolation methods have been modified to include known discontinuities
such as faults or stream channels. ArcInfo's IDW and Kriging methods allow the
user to specify barriers in the interpolation. Points on opposite sides of these linear
features are interpolated separately. Similarly, in its Triangular Irregular Network
(TIN) framework, ArcInfo allows one to specify hard breaklines. Derivatives that
are perpendicular to these lines are allowed to be discontinuous. Including these fea-
tures reduces the overshoots that might otherwise appear in the interpolation surface.
Bartier & Keller (1996) have examined the issue of spatial heterogeneity for an IDW
method. Their approach allows the weights to depend not only on distance but also
on the classification of the points by additional variables such as lithology. Zoraster
(1996) has modified an IDW technique to use weights that are determined according
to optimal paths across a surface whose gradient determines the cost measure. Such
approaches are useful if geological and hydrological features are known in advance
(for example, if blue lines are available), but they do not infer the locations of such
features from elevation data alone.
The second difficulty in interpolating topographic data arises because the surface
is fundamentally rough. Mandelbrot (1983) and others have demonstrated that topo-
graphic transects and surfaces do not have smooth geometric forms, but have fractal
roughness across a range of scales (Burrough 1981, Mark & Aronson 1984, Klinken-
berg & Goodchild 1992, Dietler & Zhang 1992, Tarboton et al. 1989a). River courses
and basin boundaries are also known to be fractals (Breyer & Snow 1992, Nikora
et al. 1993, Ijjasz-Vasquez et al. 1994). Even at finer, hillslope scales fractality is
observed, although it is perhaps less well understood due to data limitations (Dunne
et al. 1995). Kriging and spline interpolation are expected to provide reasonable es-
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timates of elevation at unobserved points for both smooth and fractal surfaces, but
their interpolation surfaces as a whole will be much too smooth for the fractal case.
This characteristic presents problems for various practical applications. For example,
assessment of vehicle mobility across the smoothed surface representation may be
unrealistically optimistic. Similarly, modeled runoff production may be inaccurate
if it depends on the slopes and curvatures of smooth, gridded data (Desmet 1997).
Numerous methods have been developed recently which use notions of fractal geom-
etry to obtain rougher interpolation surfaces (Barnsley & Harrington 1989, Yokoya
et al. 1989, Polidori & Chorowicz 1993, Geronimo & Hardin 1993). Bindlish & Barros
(1996) use a spectral approach whereas Yokoya et al. (1989) and Polidori & Chorowicz
(1993) use midpoint displacement methods. These methods focus more on simulation
of the topographic surface than estimation of unobserved elevation values. Thus, they
succeed in developing suitably rough surfaces, but they provide less reliable elevation
estimates (Polidori & Chorowicz 1993).
Standard interpolation methods are also hindered because of a third property of
most topography: the embedded drainage patterns. Topography that is shaped by
fluvial erosion has a fundamental up-down asymmetry. Whereas peaks are not always
connected to each other, isolated pits are rarely observed. Yet none of the above tech-
niques constrains the interpolation surface to have comprehensive drainage networks
unless they are specified in advance. This limitation is important because many
hydrologic applications need representations of topography with realistic drainage
networks. Hutchinson (1989) has adapted a cubic spline method to remove pits.
This heuristic technique essentially delineates a path out of each pit based on char-
acteristics of the adjacent saddles. Under most circumstances, this technique is able
to develop a draining surface, but the network is constrained to pass through data
points. Thus, the degree of channelization is controlled by the sample spacing, and
the configuration of the network is strongly influenced by the locations of the data.
The ultimate aim of this work is to develop an interpolation method that is com-
patible with these physical characteristics of fluvially eroded topography. To accom-
plish this goal, river basin topography is first characterized from the perspective of
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scaling invariance (Chapter 2). Scaling properties are important measures of topog-
raphy and should be reproduced by simulated surfaces. Then, a landscape evolution
model is presented and shown to be compatible with the scaling properties. (Chapters
2 and 3). Unfortunately, because this model simulates the temporal evolution of the
surface, it requires too much computation time to be used for interpolation. A simpler
model is needed which can quickly simulate the current topography. Such a model
is developed in Chapters 4 and 5 by assuming that the topography is at equilibrium.
This model is appropriate for regions and scales where tectonic uplift, fluvial erosion,
and hillslope transport are the dominant processes. Other processes such as aeolian
and glacial erosion are important in some regions but are not considered here. Al-
though this physically-based model develops fairly realistic topography (as measured
by its scaling properties), the surface does not necessarily obey elevation measure-
ments as required for interpolation. To accomplish this, an erodability parameter in
the model is allowed to vary spatially. The final part of this document develops a
technique to estimate the erodability so that the interpolation surface passes through
the observations (Chapters 6 and 7). The focus of each chapter is described in more
detail below.
Chapter 2 examines the scaling properties of fluvially eroded topography. These
properties provide tools to quantify the more universal aspects of fluvial topography
and to test simulated landscapes. In this chapter, the specific nature of basin scaling
invariance is first considered. Previously proposed conditions of self-similarity are
reviewed and a particular condition is identified as the most appropriate for river
basin topography. A connection between this self-similarity condition and a simple
detachment-limited model of landscape evolution is also demonstrated. This model
is the starting point for the interpolation method. Under particular conditions on
the model parameters, the model dynamics are shown to preserve self-similarity. Al-
though this result does not ensure the development of self-similar topography, it is
a necessary condition. Finally, connections between the self-similarity condition and
empirical power laws are reviewed. These power laws are found to be manifestations
of the self-similarity condition. In later chapters, the power laws are used to test
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proposed models of topography.
Chapter 3 examines Playfair's Law (Playfair 1802) which is sometimes used to
estimate a parameter 9 of the detachment-limited model (Seidl & Dietrich 1992).
9 is related to the self-similarity index and controls the concavity of the channels'
longitudinal profiles. Playfair's Law requires any two tributaries in a river network
to lower at the same rate near their junction. This law holds exactly at the junction,
but it is unclear how well it holds in the vicinity of the junction. In practice, one
must assume its validity within a region surrounding the junction in order to measure
the channel slopes and estimate 0. In Chapter 3, Playfair's Law and associated 9
estimates are evaluated for basins simulated by the detachment-limited model when
the tectonic uplift rate is either constant or varies temporally. The results demonstrate
that estimates of 9 may be biased for basins with upward concave stream profiles
because the local slope must be approximated with an average upstream slope. When
the uplift rate varies, the incision rates vary within the basin and Playfair's law only
holds exactly at the junctions. Measurement techniques are also presented which
address these potential biases.
Although the detachment-limited model produces realistic topographies, it re-
quires significant time to simulate the temporal evolution of the surface. For the
interpolation problem, one requires a model that can rapidly produce the current
topography. One way to achieve this aim is to alter the mode of channel network
growth. In Chapter 4, the link between the mode of growth and the scaling prop-
erties of the resulting network configuration is examined. The scaling properties of
the well-known Scheidegger, Eden, and invasion percolation networks are first exam-
ined. It is shown that none of these planar growth models produces scaling results
consistent with observations for natural river basins. The models are then modified
to account for elevation when growing the network and assigning drainage directions.
With this modification, the models become variants of the so-called self-organized
critical (SOC) model (Rinaldo et al. 1993). The resulting configurations have scaling
properties that still depend on the model (Scheidegger, Eden, or invasion percola-
tion) but are closer to natural river networks when compared with those from the
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planar growth rules. The algorithm based on Scheidegger's model has a considerable
advantage over the other algorithms (and the detachment-limited model) in terms of
computational speed.
Despite the efficiency of the Scheidegger algorithm, the SOC model is not adequate
for the interpolation problem. In particular, tectonic uplift and hillslope processes are
not represented, and only a limited set of initial conditions are accepted. In Chapter
5, a new model (the equilibrium model) is developed which is more suitable for inter-
polation. It is assumed that the topography of interest is in dynamic equilibrium (i.e.
the uplift rate is exactly balanced by the erosion rate). This assumption is reason-
able because equilibrium topography exhibits the self-similarity properties commonly
observed for natural topography. An existing method, the slope-area model (Ijjasz-
Vasquez et al. 1993), can be used to simulate equilibrium topography including uplift
and fluvial processes. To develop the equilibrium model, the slope-area model is
generalized so that hillslope processes are included, the Scheidegger-like algorithm is
used, and any initial condition is accepted. The new model is compared to a finite
difference solution of the detachment-limited evolution equation. In addition, the
scaling properties simulated by the equilibrium model are examined and determined
to be comparable to those of natural basins.
Chapter 6 focuses on applying the equilibrium model to the problem of interpo-
lation. Although the model constructs surfaces with realistic channel aggregation
and hillslope forms, it has difficulty reproducing specific geographical features includ-
ing elevation measurements. An effective interpolation procedure must reproduce
observed elevations and use such observations to construct a plausible fine scale to-
pography. To fulfill this requirement, the equilibrium model is embedded in a more
elaborate interpolation procedure. The first portion of the method generates initial
and boundary conditions for the equilibrium model. The initial surface is generated
through a completely regularized spline (CRS) interpolation of the data (Mitsovai &
Mitis 1993). The domain boundary allows discharge to exit at any location and has
elevations assigned by extending the CRS surface to the boundary points. The equi-
librium model is then used in an iterative procedure which changes the erodabilities
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to bring the modeled surface nearer to the observed elevations. After the procedure
converges, the topography is distorted slightly to pass exactly through the observa-
tions. These final adjustments are made using a spline but are modified so that pits
are not created.
Chapter 7 examines the role of the interpolation procedure's parameters and
compares the procedure to other methods using data from digital elevation models
(DEMs). The interpolation procedure requires six parameters. Two of the parameters
are required by the embedded equilibrium model and must be specified in advance by
the user. One of these parameters controls the extent of channelization and thus has
a strong influence on the nature of the interpolation surface. The other parameter
is 0, which controls the concavity of the channels and the vertical renormalization
properties of the basin. The remaining four parameters mainly control the behavior
of the interpolation algorithm. They are easier to specify and this chapter presents
methods to determine their values. The sensitivity of the interpolation results to
these parameters is also examined. The interpolation method is then applied to a
number of examples and compared to CRS and fractal interpolation. Because the
proposed method introduces roughness, the root mean square error of the interpo-
lated elevations is higher than for the CRS surface. However, the proposed method
is more successful in reproducing slopes than the other methods. In addition, the
proposed method usually develops surfaces with the most realistic texture. Because
of these distinctive strengths, the proposed method complements the existing suite of
topographic interpolation methods.
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Chapter 2
Basin Scaling Invariance
An interpolation method for topography should be capable of reproducing impor-
tant hydrologic features such as surface roughness and drainage patterns. In order
to reproduce these characteristics, one must develop an understanding of their reg-
ularities. The notions of fractality and self-similarity have been used previously for
this purpose, and this chapter provides a brief review of some self-similarity proper-
ties of drainage basins. The precise nature of the underlying basin self-similarity is
considered first, and several self-similarity conditions are discussed. Then a simple
physically-based model is presented and shown to be consistent with the most ap-
pealing self-similarity condition. This result is important because it suggests that a
self-similar surface will be preserved by the dynamics of this physical model. Finally,
relationships between basin self-similarity and several empirical scaling laws are de-
veloped. Such power laws provide a useful way to test the self-similarity of natural
and simulated surfaces. The discussion in this chapter largely follows Veneziano &
Niemann (2000a) and Veneziano & Niemann (2000b).
2.1 Self-similarity Condition
Primarily since the work of Mandelbrot (1983), scale invariant structures have been
observed in many fields of the natural sciences. River networks are well-known exam-
ples of such structures, and properties such as Hack's law (Hack 1957) and Horton's
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bifurcation ratio (Horton 1945) are commonly cited as evidence for some form of
scale invariance (Rodriguez-Iturbe & Rinaldo 1997). Despite an abundance of clues
regarding existence of some underlying scaling invariance property, determination of
a precise condition has been difficult. In this section, three proposed self-similarity
conditions are discussed.
The first condition of self-similarity considers a generic section of topography and
states that:
Az(l) d rHAz(rl) (2.1)
where Az(l) is the elevation difference between two points that are separated by a
horizontal distance 1, r is any positive number, H is the self-similarity index, and =d
indicates equality of the distribution. This is a standard condition of self-similarity
(also called self-affinity when H , 1) and has been used to describe surfaces in a
number of fields (Falconer 1990). It has provided the basis for numerous studies of
topographic scaling invariance (Burrough 1981, Mark & Aronson 1984, Klinkenberg
& Goodchild 1992, Dietler & Zhang 1992) as well as fractal interpolation methods
(Yokoya et al. 1989, Polidori & Chorowicz 1993, Bindlish & Barros 1996). However,
Dietler & Zhang (1992) find that this self-similarity condition holds over only a limited
range of spacings.
Veneziano & Iacobellis (1999) have suggested that the observed deviations from
scaling are due to a fundamental weakness in the self-similarity condition. Because
the distance 1 can be chosen anywhere on the topographic surface, the condition has
an implicit assumption of homogeneity. This condition cannot hold if one considers
topography within a particular basin. The surface near the outlet is expected to have
a different character than the topography near the stream sources. For example, one
would expect that the mean Az for a given 1 would be less near the outlet than in the
headwaters. An important exception to this argument is when topography is infinitely
channelized. In this case, the surface becomes essentially homogeneous within basins
(Veneziano & Iacobellis 1999). In all other cases, the standard self-similarity condition
is not fully compatible with basin topography.
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An alternative self-similarity condition focuses on the river network topology
(Tokunaga 1978, Peckham 1995a). This condition requires the classification of each
stream according to its Strahler order (Strahler 1957). All source streams are assigned
an order of one. As one traces the streams toward the outlet, some will inevitably
merge. Whenever two streams of equal order merge, they begin a new stream with an
order incremented by one. When two stream of unequal order meet, the higher order
takes precedence. Notice that a stream of order w always begins with the confluence
of two streams of order w - 1 and might have additional side tributaries with varying
orders between 1 and w - 1. The abundance of the side tributaries can be described
with a lower triangular matrix in which each element To,k represents the expected
number of side tributaries of order k flowing into a stream of order W. The topological
self-similarity condition requires that the elements of any given diagonal be identical
(Peckham 1995a) or equivalently:
TW,_i = Ti (2.2)
for all w.
This condition is useful for testing and characterizing topological but not geomet-
rical self-similarity. A direct relationship exists between the side tributary charac-
terization and Horton's law of bifurcation (Horton 1945), and one can also use this
approach to develop models for the number of side tributaries of various orders. For
example, it has been suggested that the T values can be related as:
Ti bc 1  (2.3)
where b and c are constants (Tokunaga 1978, Peckham 1995a). However, this self-
similarity condition relies on Strahler ordering and thus is difficult to relate to physical
processes and models that rely on discharge or contributing area. In addition, the
condition does not consider the horizontal geometry of the network such as the stream
lengths or sinuousities, and it does not consider the elevations of the associated to-
pography. Thus, the topological condition is a useful but incomplete characterization
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of the network scaling invariance (see further discussion in Chapter 5).
A third condition has been proposed which considers both the network and the
associated surface elevations (Veneziano & Niemann 2000a). One can write it as
follows:
AZOx1, x2, t) IQ(s)=d rHAz(rx, rx2 , t) Q(rDs) (2.4)
This condition states that the elevation difference between two points x, and x2 has
the same distribution as the elevation difference between two other points rx1 and rx 2
if the latter is rescaled by r-H. The subscripts indicate that xi and x2 are constrained
to lie within a basin Q with size s and rx1 and rx2 must lie within a basin of size r D S.
D is an exponent which relates the size measure s to a linear measure. For example,
if the basin sizes are measured by their areas, then D = 1/2. The coordinate systems
are local for the two basins. One valid way to specify the coordinate system for a
basin is to assign the origin to the main stream source and align the x-axis so that it
passes through the basin's outlet. This self-similarity condition is shown graphically
in Figure 2-1.
The non-homogeneity within basins is addressed by this self-similarity condition
because it relates large scale features in a large basin to small scale features in a small
upstream sub-basin. In contrast, the standard self-similarity condition in Equation 2.1
relates large and small features at all locations. Veneziano & Iacobellis (1999) have
shown that the revised basin self-similarity condition implies the standard condition
only for the case of infinitely channelized topography. For the realistic case in which
hillslope processes dominate at small scales, only the relation in Equation 2.4 is an
appropriate approximation.
The condition in Equation 2.4 also includes the geometrical properties of the basins
(horizontal and vertical) as well as the topology of the network. Three geometrical
implications of the above relation are:
L(x) =d r-1 L(rx), (2.5)
A(x) =d r 2 A(rx), (2.6)
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Figure 2-1: A graphical demonstration of the self-similarity condition in Equation 2.4.
The two sub-basins are statistically equivalent after rotation and isotropic rescaling
(Veneziano & Niemann 2000b).
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and
S(x) =d rl-S(rX) (2.7)
L is any linear measure in the horizontal plane, A is the horizontal area contributing
to flow at a point, and S is the local channel slope. Veneziano & Niemann (2000b)
have also shown that a set of laws similar to Horton's laws can be developed when
streams are ordered using a scheme that is qualitatively similar to Strahler's ordering
but depends in part on contributing area.
2.2 Connection to Physically-Based Model
Various approaches have been taken in order to relate scaling invariance to the phys-
ical processes underlying landscape evolution. Several authors have suggested that
scale invariance in river basins arises from some broadly applicable principle. This
would explain its ubiquity in nature (Bak 1996). One such proposition is that river
networks are topologically random and networks with properties such as Horton's
bifurcation ratio are more probable than other states among the random network
configurations (Shreve 1966). However, analyses have shown that topologically ran-
dom networks fail to reproduce properties displayed by typical river networks (Mesa
& Gupta 1987, de Vries et al. 1994). A more recent idea is that river networks seek to
minimize their rate of energy expenditure (Rodriguez-Iturbe et al. 1992b). Using this
approach, Rodriguez-Iturbe & Rinaldo (1997) demonstrate that local or "feasible"
optimal channel networks exhibit several power laws with exponents like those ob-
served for natural topography. Peckham (1995b) attempts to link the self-similarity of
topography to the scaling invariance properties of the mass and momentum conserva-
tion equations for water flowing over a non-eroding surface. Smith et al. (1997a) and
Smith et al. (1997b) study the self-similarity of topography that forms when a sloping
plane is eroded with zero uplift. Veneziano & Niemann (2000a) examine the link
between the basin self-similarity condition in Equation 2.4 and simple detachment-
limited models of landscape evolution. In this section, some results gained from this
approach are highlighted by presenting a simple model of topography and examining
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its renormalization properties.
2.2.1 The Detachment-Limited Model
Numerous models have been proposed to simulate the evolution of landscapes under
fluvial erosion (Koons 1989, Willgoose et al. 1991, Chase 1992, Kramer & Marder
1992, Leheny & Nagel 1993, Kooi & Beaumont 1994, Rinaldo et al. 1993, Rosenbloom
& Anderson 1994, Howard 1994, Tucker & Slingerland 1994, Moglen & Bras 1994).
Most models of river erosion are based on the premise that the rate of stream incision
can be expressed as a function of the downstream slope, the area contributing to the
discharge at a cross-section of the stream (Howard 1980, Seidl & Dietrich 1992, Seidl
et al. 1994, Tucker & Slingerland 1994, Rinaldo et al. 1995, Sinclair & Ball 1996,
Whipple & Tucker 1999), and sometimes additional factors such as sediment load
(Snow & Slingerland 1986, Willgoose et al. 1990, Beaumont et al. 1992, Howard et al.
1994, Sklar & Dietrich 1998). Many of these models can be classified as transport-
limited or detachment-limited models. Transport-limited models assume that erosion
of regolith is controlled by the transport capacity of the channel, whereas detachment-
limited models assume that the detachment of regolith from the surface limits incision
(Howard et al. 1994). Transport-limited models are probably more appropriate for
sand and gravel bedded rivers, whereas detachment-limited models are probably more
appropriate for bedrock channels. Here, a detachment-limited model is examined
which is closely related to the model used for the proposed interpolation method (see
Chapter 5).
A simple detachment-limited model can be written as follows:
= U - Am S (2.8)
at
where z is elevation, t is time, U is tectonic uplift rate, A is contributing area, and S is
the channel slope. #3 is an erosion coefficient related to lithology, climate, and channel
geometry (Whipple & Tucker 1999), and m and n are parameters which reflect the
relative importance of basin size and channel gradient. The final term is the fluvial
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erosion term. This erosion expression has been derived in various ways by different
authors (see review in Whipple & Tucker (1999)). For example, one can assume that
the erosion rate depends on the shear stress T (Howard & Kerby 1983). For steady
uniform flow T = pgRS where p is water density, g is the acceleration of gravity, and
R is the hydraulic radius. For wide channels, one can approximate R ~~ Q/vW where
v is the flow speed and W is the channel width. It has been observed that W ~ Q6
where 6 = 1/2 (Leopold & Maddock 1953) and Q ~ AY where -y = 1 or less (Leopold
& Miller 1956, Dawdy 1961, Flint 1974, Wolman & Gerson 1978). Using Darcy's Law,
V = (8gRS/f) 1/ 2 where f is a friction factor. Thus one can write that T = #A m Sn.
A similar erosion model can be obtained by assuming that the erosion is proportional
to stream power per unit bed area (Hancock et al. 1998, Whipple & Tucker 1999) or
channel length (Seidl & Dietrich 1992) or from more general mathematical arguments
(Banavar et al. 1997). In the following renormalization analysis, it will be assumed
that U and # are spatially and temporally constant for simplicity.
2.2.2 Renormalization Analysis
In order for topography to be self-similar, the processes that shape the surface must
not destroy self-similarity. This requirement of the evolutionary processes is tested
here. Notice that such compatibility between self-similarity and the evolution equa-
tion is a necessary condition but does not ensure that a self-similar state is achieved.
One must also demonstrate that the self-similar state is attractive for a range of initial
and boundary conditions. Basin self-similarity (Equation 2.4) is preserved if:
dZ(xi, 2, ) d r-H z(rx, rx2,t) (2.9)
where Z/z is the change of Az through time. From Equations 2.6 and 2.7, one can
write
Z (Xi, x2, 0) =d r- 2 m+(l-H)nZ (rX1, 2 t). (2.10)
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which can be true if the dynamics from Equation 2.8 imply either:
Az = 0 (2.11)
or
Az(x_1 , x 2 , t) d r-Hdyn Az (rx, r 2 , t) (2.12)
with Hdyn = H.
If the uplift rate is positive and constant in time, it has been observed that the
topography approaches a state (dynamic equilibrium) that balances the uplift and
erosion rates. Thus /.z = 0, and Equation 2.10 implies:
H = (n - 2m)/n. (2.13)
This relation specifies the self-similarity index H that is compatible with the evolution
equation for specified parameters m and n when U > 0. Veneziano & Niemann
(2000a) refer to this case as static renormalization because the elevations remain
constant through time. This is an important case because the interpolation method
simulates topography in dynamic equilibrium with a model that is very similar to the
one in Equation 2.8 (see Chapters 5 and 6).
If uplift rate is zero, the topography approaches peneplain rather than dynamic
equilibrium. In this case, the erosion rate is not spatially constant and thus self-
similarity can only occur under the second condition listed above where Hdy" =
2m + (H - 1)n. Self-similarity of the topography is preserved only if Hdy, = H which
is true if
H= n -2m (2.14)
n - I
for n $ 1 or any H if m = 1/2 and n = 1. Veneziano & Niemann (2000a) refer
to this case as dynamic renormalization. Notice that if the evolution equation has
m = 1/2 and n = 1, self-similar topography with any value of H can be preserved by
the evolution equation. If m # 1/2 and n = 1, the evolution equation is incompatible
with all values of H.
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Veneziano & Niemann (2000a) consider several other cases including ones with
more generic forms of the erosion term, spatial variability of the erodability parameter,
and temporal variability of the uplift rate. They have also demonstrated numerically
that such self-similar states are attractive under at least a limited range of initial and
boundary conditions. Niemann et al. (1997) present evidence that deviations from
self-similarity can occur in some particular cases of escarpment evolution.
2.3 Implied Power Laws
Self-similarity is recognizable through various power laws. Most of these power laws
were first obtained empirically for natural basins and later related to each other and
the underlying self-similarity condition. This section reviews the power laws that will
be used in later chapters to test and compare simulated topographies.
2.3.1 Hack's Law
Hack (1957) observed that the length of a basin's main stream varies with contributing
area as:
E[L] c< Ah (2.15)
where E [L] is the expected value of the main stream length for a sub-basin of area A
and h is known as Hack's exponent. The main stream can be defined in a number of
ways. For example, one can follow the stream with the largest contributing area at
each junction, or one can choose the longest overall stream (Veneziano & Niemann
2000a). Using a finite-size scaling argument, Rigon et al. (1996) extended Hack's law
by treating L as a random variable and examining how the initial moments of L vary
with contributing area. They observed that:
E [L] /E [L--1 c Ah (2.16)
where q is the moment order. The self-similarity condition in Equation 2.4 implies
such a power law relationship with an exponent 1/2 (from Equations 2.5 and 2.6).
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The value of Hack's exponent is usually measured above 1/2, near 0.57, for both
natural basins (Rigon et al. 1996) and topographies generated with models (Moglen
& Bras 1994). The difference between 1/2 and 0.57 is important since it raises the
possibility that basins are not self-similar. Such a deviation could arise if large basins
are longer and narrower than rescaled small basins, implying a form of self-affinity
in the horizontal plane (Rigon et al. 1996). The deviation from 1/2 could also occur
because the stream course becomes increasingly sinuous with basin size. This non-self-
similar sinuosity (if it occurs) would lead to measurements of h > 1/2 (Rigon et al.
1996). However, even self-similar sinuosity can lead to measurements of h above
1/2. Figure 2-2 shows a hypothetical stream course that is self-similar according to
Equation 2.4. If one measures the length of the stream with a fixed ruler length,
then one observes the large scale features downstream but cannot observe the smaller
features upstream. Thus one would measure more length for large basins than allowed
by self-similarity. Therefore, values of Hack's exponent above 1/2 do not contradict
self-similarity if they are obtained with a constant ruler.
Veneziano & Niemann (2000b) propose an alternative means of measuring main-
stream length which does not bias the measurements from the theoretical value. The
ruler length R should vary as:
R oc (2.17)
This method measures the stream length with a ruler that has the same self-similarity
as the stream (Figure 2-2). Thus the same relative level of detail is observed for all
basin sizes. It should be noted that this ruler length is appropriate only for self-similar
basins. If one hypothesizes self-affinity in the horizontal plane, one should use a ruler
which has the same self-affinity. Figure 2-3 shows Hack's law for two basins extracted
from Digital Elevation Model (DEM) data. The mainstream length was measured
with both a ruler of constant length and a self-similar ruler. In both cases, a small
reduction in the estimate of Hack's exponent is observed when the self-similar ruler
is used and the revised value is close to 1/2.
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River
Measurement
(a) Constant ruler length
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River
Measurement
(b) Variable ruler length
Figure 2-2: The measurement of a self-similar stream course using two rulers. In
(a), the ruler length is kept fixed, and fine scale features near the source are not
observed. In (b), the ruler length obeys the self-similarity condition and observes the
same relative detail at all locations along the stream. (Veneziano & Niemann 2000b).
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Figure 2-3: Plots of Hack's law for two basins as measured with a ruler of constant
and self-similar lengths. When measured with a properly varying ruler the exponents
are reduced toward 1/2 (Veneziano & Niemann 2000b).
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2.3.2 Basin Length
Another useful empirical scaling law considers the Euclidean basin length L11 and the
basin area. It has been observed that:
L11 a A6  (2.18)
where 6 is a scaling exponent (Rigon et al. 1996). As with Hack's Law, this relation-
ship can be extended to the ratios of the initial moments of basin length:
E [L /]E [L q-]oc A1/(H+1). (219)
The basin length L11 can be measured in various ways. For example, L11 can be
measured as the Euclidean distance from the outlet to the main stream's source.
Alternatively, it can be measured as the Euclidean distance from the outlet to the
point in the basin that is farthest from the outlet.
The self-similarity condition in Equation 2.4 implies such a relationship with 6 =
1/2. This result follows directly from Equations 2.5 and 2.6. If one relaxes self-
similarity condition to allow self-affinity in the horizontal plane, then 6 is related to
the self-similarity index (sometimes called the Hurst exponent) Hp of the horizontal
rescaling relationship. Hp should not be confused with the vertical rescaling parameter
H. In general,
1
6 = (2.20)(Hp + 1)'
and the self-similarity condition corresponds to the special case when Hp = 1.
The scaling behavior of Euclidean basin length provides insight into the meaning
of Hack's exponent since it directly observes the rescaling of basin shapes. If for
example h > 1/2 (measured with a variable ruler) and 6 = 1/2, then the stream
sinuosity is not self-similar. If instead h = 6 > 1/2 then the basin shapes are not
self-similar (Rigon et al. 1996). Values of 6 for natural basins are usually near or a
little below 1, although some values have been reported as low as 0.75 (Rigon et al.
1996). Such low values indicate that some basins have significant deviations from
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self-similarity.
2.3.3 Contributing Area Distribution
A third signature of self-similarity is the distribution of contributing areas for points
sampled uniformly within a basin (Rodriguez-Iturbe et al. 1992a). It has been ob-
served that:
P[A > a] = a-If (a/amax) (2.21)
where a is a reference value of contributing area and # is a scaling exponent. f (a/aa.)
describes the deviation from log-linearity as a approaches the area of the basin amax.
Maritan et al. (1996) considered this finite size effect and the links between 3, h, and
6. Rodriguez-Iturbe et al. (1992a) found that Equation 2.21 holds with 3 ~ 0.43.
In addition to the finite size effects at large contributing areas, the power law is
also observed to fail at the smallest areas where hillslope processes dominate. Here
again the deviation from / = 1/2 is at first surprising, but Veneziano & Niemann
(2000b) argue that a self-similar rather than uniform sampling strategy should lead
to an exponent of 1/2. A value of 0.43 as normally sampled is consistent with the
self-similarity condition.
2.3.4 Slope-Area Law
Self-similarity also implies a power law relation between the slope of a channel and
its contributing area. In particular,
E[Sq] c< A -q (2.22)
where E[Sq] is the qth moment of the slopes observed for a contributing area A. The
exponent 6 depends on the self-similarity index as:
0 = (1 - H)/2 (2.23)
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(see Equations 2.6 and 2.7 or Veneziano & Niemann (2000b)). Note that previous
power law exponents (#, h, and 6) are all independent of the vertical rescaling proper-
ties since they are implications of the horizontal basin self-similarity. The slope-area
exponent, however, depends on the vertical rescaling through the self-similarity index
H.
The slope-area law with q = 1 has been frequently observed to hold for natural
basins over a limited range of areas (Flint 1974, Hack 1957, Tarboton et al. 1989a,
Ijjasz-Vasquez et al. 1993). Like the exceedence distribution of contributing areas,
the slope-area law commonly fails at small contributing areas as hillslope processes
become more important (Tarboton et al. 1992, Montgomery & Foufoula-Georgiou
1993). The exponent 0 is usually reported between 0.3 and 0.5 (see Chapter 3).
The behavior of the slope-area law with q > 1 has been the subject of more
debate (Tarboton et al. 1989b, Gupta & Waymire 1989). In particular, the exponents
of the higher moments do not seem to increase linearly with moment order, and it has
been suggested that this may be the result of a multifractal rather than a self-similar
rescaling property. Veneziano & Niemann (2000b) argue, however, that these results
are compatible with the self-similarity condition because such a condition applies
only when slopes are measured with a ruler that is also self-similar. Figures 2-4
and 2-5 show the slope-area relationships for two basins as measured with constant
and variable rulers. At small contributing areas, the power laws fail, indicating the
dominance of hillslope processes. At large contributing areas, the power laws hold,
and the exponents increment linearly with moment order when slopes are measured
with a self-similar ruler.
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Figure 2-4: Slope-Area relationships measured with (a) a constant ruler and (b) a
self-similar ruler for Buck Creek, California (Veneziano & Niemann 2000b).
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Chapter 3
Playfair's Law
3.1 Introduction
In order to use the detachment-limited model presented in Chapter 2 to generate
topography, one must specify values for the parameters including the exponents rn
and n. As was shown in the previous chapter, these two parameters control the vertical
rescaling properties of river basin topography. In particular, if static renormalization
occurs, H =1 -- 2m/n which suggests the importance of the ratio m/n. Both the
absolute values of m and n and their ratio have a fundamental impact on rates
and styles landscape evolution (Howard et al. 1994, Tucker 1996, Weissel & Seidl
1998, Whipple & Tucker 1999, Ijjasz-Vasquez et al. 1993, Veneziano & Niemann
2000a). They have been shown theoretically to influence the landscape response
timescale and the sensitivity of relief to tectonic input (Whipple & Tucker 1999).
Unfortunately, m and n are not well known from theory. If the incision rate is
proportional to basal shear stress as described in Chapter 2, then m - 1/3, n a 2/3
(Howard et al. 1994, Tucker & Slingerland 1996). If incision depends on unit stream
power, then m r 1/2 and n ~ 1 (Whipple & Tucker 1999). Although both derivations
suggest m/n = 1/2, this ratio depends on uncertain, empirical expressions for the
hydraulic geometry (Leopold & Maddock 1953).
Because m and n are not well constrained from theory, their values must be de-
termined empirically. For locations where the uplift rate and erodability parameter
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are well understood, rn and n can be obtained by measuring the sensitivity of relief to
changes in uplift and erodability (Snyder et al. 2000). In the more general case when
the other parameters are not known, the ratio m/n is often estimated using Playfair's
law (Playfair 1802). Playfair noted the significant fact that tributary streams usually
join the principal stream at the level of the principal valley. In order for this observa-
tion to hold consistently through time, both the tributary and the main stream must
be lowering at the same average rate at their junction. From the detachment-limited
model in Chapter 2, one can therefore write:
A"S," = A"S" (3.1)
where A is contributing area, S is slope, and the subscripts p and s denote the
primary and secondary incoming tributaries, respectively. An alternative relation
can be written by replacing the quantities for one of the incoming tributaries with
those of the outgoing principal stream. Examining the ratio of the tributary and
main stream gradients, one finds:
(-) = (A)/n (3.2)
Sp As
One can evaluate m/n by plotting the slope and area ratios from topographic maps
or digital elevation models in log-log and performing a simple regression (Seidl &
Dietrich 1992, Sklar & Dietrich 1998). Notice that the m/n estimates do not rely
on independent constraints on erosion rates, surface erodabilities, or tectonic forcing.
In practice, however, the local slope must be approximated using the average slope
over some distance (up to the scale of a tributary reach-tens to hundreds of meters).
Thus uniform incision rates must also be assumed to extend over this scale. This
fundamental assumption remains untested.
In this chapter, analytical methods and numerical models are used to explore two
specific questions: (1) how reliable is Playfair's Law particularly when uplift rate (or
baselevel lowering rate) varies in time, and (2) what are the implications for the asso-
ciated parameter estimates? There are several reasons to question estimates of m/n
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obtained using junction analysis. First, the erosion model may fail near junctions.
If, for example, floods in the main valley control the incision rate of the secondary
tributary near its terminus, the values of S, and A, would not reflect the incision
rate and estimates of m/n would be spurious. Second, Playfair's Law might fail over
the distances used to calculate slopes. It is well known that streams, particularly
in mountainous terrain, often contain knickpoints-locally steep, typically convex-
upward reaches that appear to migrate upstream through time (Gardner 1983). The
impact of these perturbations and their propagation through the network (Merritts
& Vincent 1989, Whipple & Tucker 1999) are likely to depend on the size of the chan-
nel in which they occur and may affect estimates of m/n. Finally, estimates of the
parameters, particularly S, may be unreliable. In order to overcome sub-reach-scale
variability as well as noise in topographic data, gradients must be measured over a
length scale on the order of tens to hundreds of meters. Since most natural channels
are concave-upward in profile due to the along channel accumulation of contributing
area, gradients measured at large scales do not necessarily accurately reflect the bed
slope in the immediate vicinity of a stream junction. In this chapter, it is assumed
that the erosion model holds exactly for topography and thus the first of these issues
is neglected. This assumption allows one to investigate the potential impact of the
other two factors by applying junction analysis to simulated drainage basins where
values of m and n are known a priori and the basins can be subjected to known
perturbations of their uplift.
3.2 Experiments
In this section, Playfair's Law and the associated m/n estimates are analyzed for
three cases. In the first case, uplift rate is constant and the topography is in dynamic
equilibrium. In the second case, the impact of a single, instantaneous change in uplift
rate is analyzed. In the third case, uplift rate is allowed to vary through time. In all
cases, spatial uniformity of 3 and U is assumed. The problems are treated analytically
where possible, but numerical simulations are also required.
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The numerical model is essentially identical to the detachment-limited model de-
scribed in Chapter 2 and used in previous studies (e.g. Tucker & Slingerland (1996)).
Single flow directions are used which point in the direction of steepest descent. The
simulation domain is rectangular with an outlet centered on one of the shorter sides.
Flow is allowed to exit only at the outlet which has a fixed elevation. Various simu-
lation sizes have been considered, but the results presented below refer to a domain
size of 50 by 100 pixels (with 40 meter pixels).
3.2.1 Constant Uplift
If a region is undergoing a constant uplift rate U relative to its baselevel, one can
write:
Z= U - AmSn (3.3)
at
for the channels. Over time, the topography tends toward a state in which the incision
rate balances the uplift rate at all locations (dynamic equilibrium). Thus Dz/&t = 0
and:
S = -U / A -m/n. (3.4)
Since all points have equal incision rates, Playfair's Law holds for regions of any size
around the junctions.
Estimation of the local slope is an important issue even when Playfair's Law
holds exactly. If one uses the two incoming tributaries for the junction analysis, one
must approximate each local slope S with the average slope S over some upstream
distance. The average slope is expected to be larger than the local slope because
streams usually have upward concave profiles. If one assumes an analytical model for
the accumulation of contributing area above junctions, one can derive expressions for
S. A reasonable model is A = cLl/h, which follows from Hack's Law (Hack 1957),
where L is the upstream length to the stream source, h is Hack's exponent (h ~ 0.5,
see Chapter 2), and c is a coefficient whose dimensions depend on h. For this case,
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the longitudinal profile of a stream at equilibrium is:
zo + )/n [in (L0 ) - in (L)] if M =1
z (L) =3c 1/n 1-Mh (3.5)
zo + (L1M) (U ( - Ll n otherwise
where zo and Lo are the outlet elevation and total stream length, respectively. The
average slope over an upstream distance R is simply S = [z(L - R) - z(L)] /R. Sub-
stituting Equation 3.5 and Hack's Law into the expression for S results in:
[ ( _)/n [in (A h) - in (Ah _ ChR if - =1
R 1,n L- \/h (3.6)j 1=(m /f - Ah(1-0) - (Ah - chR) otherwise.
One can easily show that S is an increasingly biased estimate of S as R becomes larger
or A becomes smaller by plotting this relation and comparing it to Equation 3.4.
The difference between S and S may impact estimates of m/n. Imagine a basin in
which every tributary has a profile as written in Equation 3.5 with particular values of
Lo and zo. In such a case, Equation 3.6 holds upstream of all junctions. To estimate
m/n for this theoretical example, one must determine a set of primary and secondary
tributaries with known contributing areas or upstream lengths. A simple example
can be constructed in which all the secondary tributaries have a fixed contributing
area A, = Amin. The primary tributaries AP are assumed to vary uniformly in log
space between Amin and Ama,. Certainly other more elaborate distributions can be
assumed.
The solid lines in Figure 3-1 show m/n estimates obtained using various measure-
ment lengths for this hypothetical example. Each line represents a "basin" which has
been simulated with a different theoretical value of m/n. As the measurement length
becomes small, the estimate of m/n converges to the theoretical value, but for finite
values of R, the estimated m/n value is too high. Larger theoretical rn/n values show
more severe biases because m/n controls the concavity of the streams.
More realistic network configurations can be included through a numerical imple-
mentation of Equation 3.3. Basins evolved this way are expected to differ from the
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Figure 3-1: Estimates of m/n from topographies with constant uplift. Each set of
lines is labeled with the theoretical value of m/n. The ruler length is the length over
which the slopes are measured.
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previous case in two ways. First, the accumulation of contributing area along streams
is an irregular rather than smooth process. Second, A, values are variable rather than
constant. The dashed lines in Figure 3-1 show estimates of m/n for basins simulated
with the numerical model. The biases seen here are usually lower than those from
the previous case because many junctions now lie further from the channel sources
(Amin). Because S changes less rapidly with R at larger areas, the estimates of m/n
are less sensitive to R. Also note that because the numerical simulation is performed
on a discrete grid, it enforces the proper m/n scaling of slopes with a measurement
length of one pixel (0.01 on the x-axis) rather than a length of zero.
To generate the preceding curves, a fixed set of junctions was analyzed for all
measurement lengths that are shown in the figure. Junctions with relatively short
tributary lengths were therefore excluded from consideration in order to accommodate
the cases with longer rulers. In practice, a particular measurement length would be
chosen and one could analyze any junction which has a tributary length greater than
the measurement length of choice. This case is shown by the dash-dot lines. As the
measurement length decreases, more junctions are used to obtain the m/n estimates.
Because the additional junctions are located in the basin headwaters where slope
estimates are more biased, the m/n estimates are higher than in the previous case.
In summary, the results of this section demonstrate that estimates of M/n obtained
from junction analysis may be biased even when Playfair's Law holds exactly. The
bias becomes more severe as the measurement length is increased or when a given
measurement length is used for tributaries with shorter total upstream lengths.
3.2.2 Step Change in Uplift
When U varies in time, estimates of m/n may reflect deviations from Playfair's Law.
Consider a basin that is in a state of dynamic equilibrium with an uplift rate U1.
Suppose that, at a particular instant in time, the uplift rate changes to a value U2. The
change will cause elevations in the basin to change initially at a rate equal to U2 - U1
until the slopes are altered, which only occurs when the new equilibrium elevations
are reached (see Whipple & Tucker (1999)). Points near the outlet reach this elevation
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Figure 3-2: A longitudinal profile of a stream as it responds to an instantaneous
decline in uplift rate. In the absence of diffusion, the perturbation travels up the
profile as a discrete break in slope.
first, so the change in uplift rate causes a discontinuity in slope to propagate headward
through the basin (Figure 3-2). If U2 > U1, the discontinuity corresponds to a locally
convex anomaly in the stream profile-usually called a knickpoint. If U2 < U1, the
discontinuity causes a concave anomaly in the profile. In this chapter, the term
knickpoint is used for this feature irrespective of its concavity.
The rate at which the knickpoint travels is an important issue for determining the
impact of uplift variations on Playfair's Law. Figure 3-2 defines several quantities
which characterize the configuration of a profile with a knickpoint. Notably ( and
D are the vertical and horizontal (streamwise) distances between the outlet and the
knickpoint. From the geometry d(/dD = S2 and d(/dA = S1. Since D = LO + A - x
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and LO is a constant:
dD _ A dx dA dC dD dxdz (37)
dt dt dt d( dD dt dz dt
Using the above equations and the observation that: dx/dz = 1/S 1 one can write:
dD 1 I dz
- - = - --. (3.8)dt 1- S 2 /S 1 S1 dt
Because dz/dt = U2 - U1 and noting that the slopes are in equilibrium before and
after the knickpoint passes, the horizontal velocity of the knickpoint can be written:
dID U1 -__U2
- 1/nAm/n. (3.9)
d U / - U
The vertical velocity of the knickpoint relative to the outlet (baselevel) is d(/dt.
Because:
d(- = cdD (3.10)
dt dD dt
one can write:
d_ U1 - U2 UJ" (3.11)
dt U / -2
Notice that the knickpoint's vertical velocity is spatially uniform and depends only on
the two uplift rates. This is an important result for two reasons. First, it suggests that,
in the absence of fluvial diffusion, knickpoints resulting from a given perturbation
should be found on the same contour line of the topography. Second, because the
knickpoints arrive simultaneously at all points with the same elevation, the change in
uplift rate does not induce any change in the network configuration.
The response time of the basin follows directly from the vertical velocity of the
knickpoint. Because this velocity is constant, the response time can be written as:
Tr.Zmax - ZO ( - z) (3.12)d/dt (U1 - U2 ) UI/n (Zmax
where zmax is the maximum elevation that the knickpoint reaches (i.e. the highest
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equilibrium elevation under U2). For the profiles given in Equation 3.5:
U1/ I/n 1/n
1 U(9 )-1/n [in (Lo) - In (Lmin)] if m/n = 1/2
T. - 1 n ( I ) /1M (3.13)
1 - 2 (_c_)_1/n L hn - Lm h otherwise.UU2 L1J 0 in)
Lmin represents the distance between the head of a channel and the divide. The same
relations for response time have been derived in a different manner by Whipple &
Tucker (1999).
While a basin is responding to a single change in uplift rate, any average slope
S used for junction analysis might be calculated over a segment that includes a
knickpoint. In such case:
6 S2 + ( R - 6) S1 3.4
R
where 6 is the distance past the junction that the knickpoint has reached (6 < R), and
S2 and S1 are the average slopes in the lower and upper segments, respectively. To
avoid the issues related to concavity described in the previous section, R is assumed
to be short enough that the contributing area remains essentially constant over the
length (the error introduced by this approximation will be discussed later). Using
this assumption and Equation 3.4 to determine S2 and S1, one can write:
- U171" 6 U1/" - / Uj
-+ ( I/ ] A- (3.15)
The distance 6 can easily be calculated from the celerity in Equation 3.9. Because the
contributing area is roughly constant within the measurement distance, the velocity
remains constant as well. Thus, one can write:
U1 - U 1/nAm/nt (3.16)
where t is the time elapsed since the knickpoint was precisely at the junction. Equa-
tion 3.16 is an important relationship because it states that 6 depends on the con-
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tributing area of the tributary. Using the above relation:
U(U-U t. (3.17)
The added term relative to Equation 3.4 indicates that the scaling of slope with
contributing area will be broken for finite ruler lengths.
The behavior of the slope ratio at a junction can now be considered. Deviation
from the equilibrium slope ratio occurs if either Sp or S, is calculated over a distance
that includes a knickpoint. For m > 0 which is expected from physical arguments
(see Chapter 2), the horizontal velocity of the knickpoint is larger in the primary
tributary (Equation 3.9), so the slope ratio has two forms. At first, both tributary
segments include a knickpoint, and:
ES (Ul/,3)l/n Am/n - t(U1 - U2)/R
Sp- (U 1 /#)1/nApm/n - t(U1 - U2)/R
The above relation holds for t < t 1 where:
R (UJI/" -U2t #-I/n A-m/n. (3.19)
Ut-U2
After ti, the knickpoint is present only in the secondary tributary's segment and:
ES (Ui/)l/nA;m/n - t(U - U2)/R
-m/n (3.20)
SP (U2/0)1/nA,-
which holds for t, < t < t 2 where:
R (Ul /n - /U )t2 (, - "A;"/" (3.21)
U1 - U2
The relations for t, and t2 are both derived from Equation 3.16. Notice that t2 is the
duration of time that Playfair's Law fails within the length R from the junction.
As an example, Figure 3-3 shows the response of three hypothetical junctions
(with different area ratios) to a drop in the uplift rate. The horizontal axis has been
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normalized by t2 , and the vertical axis has been normalized by the true slope ratio
for each junction. The figure shows that the estimates of the slope ratio increase
non-linearly until reaching a peak value (at ti) and then decline linearly until the
knickpoint has passed completely. The peak ratio of SS/SP to S/Sp can be calculated
from Equations 3.19 and 3.20 to be:
+rn/n F ( mini 1/n (3.22)
SS/Sp A, A U2
As (A8 /Ap) goes to one, the error goes to zero. As (A,/Ap) tends toward zero, the
error reaches an extreme of (U1/U2 )l/". If contributing areas remain constant within
each ruler length as assumed above, this extreme is the worst possible error induced
by the change in uplift. Equation 3.22 also indicates that a reduction in the uplift
rate (U2 < U1) implies S,/Sp > SS/Sp.
In order to assess the impact of the uplift change on the m/n estimate, numerical
simulation is used. The numerical model in this section has been altered to remove
the diffusion of the knickpoint that is associated with the spatial discretization. This
is accomplished by directly enforcing the vertical velocity of the knickpoint in Equa-
tion 3.11. Figure 3-4 shows an example of a junction analysis performed during the
response to a drop in uplift rate in this model. The plot confirms that the reduction
in uplift rate causes over-estimation of the slope ratios especially at large Ap/AS.
In this particular case, the bias in m/n is quite significant. Although the model
uses m/n = 1/2, the regression estimate is m/n = 0.81. Also shown on the plot
is the envelope described by Equation 3.22. The envelope roughly corresponds with
the maximum observed deviations, but because contributing area changes within the
ruler lengths (contrary to the assumption used in deriving the envelope), some points
exceed the predicted limit.
The temporal behavior of the m/n estimate is shown by the solid line in Figure 3-5.
The previous figure refers to a time slice near the peak of this curve. The horizontal
axis is normalized by the response time in Equation 3.12 and the vertical axis is
normalized by the actual m/n value. The m/n estimates are always above the true
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Figure 3-3: The response of S,/S, relative to S,/Sp at a junction as it responds
to an instantaneous drop in uplift rate. In the first segment of the response, the
knickpoint is within the ruler for both tributaries. In the second segment of response,
the knickpoint is only within the ruler length for the secondary tributary.
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Figure 3-4: An example of junction analysis applied to a topography that is respond-
ing to an instantaneous drop in uplift rate from U1 = 0.0001 rn/yr to U2 = 0.00001
rn/yr (# = 1x10-6 1/yr). The topography was simulated with rn/r = 1/2, but the
regression value is 0.81. The maximum deviation estimate is from Equation 3.22.
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value because of the bias associated with measuring slopes on a concave profile. In
addition, a transient response is observed in the m/n estimates mainly during the first
half of the basin response. This corresponds to the effect of the knickpoints traveling
through the basin. Initially a strong increase in the m/n estimates is observed, which
is associated with the over-estimate of slope ratios with large contributing area ratios.
The peak values are followed by a small dip in the estimates. As the knickpoints move
upstream, junctions with smaller contributing area ratios are encountered. Because
these points lie in the lower section of the regression, they cause a decrease in m/n
from the equilibrium estimate. The decrease in m/n is less severe than the earlier
peak values because the bias is less substantial with decreasing contributing area.
One could force the regression line to pass through S/Sp = 1 at Ap/A, = 1 in which
case the depressed section would be eliminated. This alternative method is not used
here because it over-emphasizes the data near the pinned point.
The other lines in Figure 3-5 show the m/n estimates for basins with different
imposed m/n ratios. In all cases, n = 1. The bias becomes smaller as m/n decreases
because the wave celerity becomes less variable among tributaries of different areas
and the slopes of the tributaries become less dependent on contributing area (see
also Equation 3.22). The shape of the response also becomes more irregular as m
decreases. When m is reduced, severe inaccuracy at a particular junction persists for
less time relative to the response time of the basin. Thus the temporal correlation of
m/n estimates is reduced.
Figure 3-6 shows m/n estimates for simulations that have m/n = 1/2 but different
absolute values of m and n. As m and n increase, the magnitude of the estimation
error decreases. This can be understood from Equation 3.22. The ratio m/n is
constant, so n enters only through (U2 /U1 ) 11'. If U1 > U2 , as is the case in the
simulations, an increase in n results in a reduction in the error.
Only uplift and fluvial erosion have been considered thus far, but hillslope pro-
cesses such as rainsplash and soil creep are also important in shaping basins. These
processes are often simulated using a diffusive model (Culling 1960, Culling 1963,
Roering et al. 1999), and simple linear diffusion can be added to the detachment-
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Figure 3-5: Estimates of m/n during the topographic response to an instantaneous
drop in uplift rate from U1 = 0.0001 m/yr to U2 = 0.00001 m/yr. Each line corre-
sponds to a particular value of m/n used to simulate the topography. The horizontal
axis is normalized by the response time in Equation 3.12 and the vertical axis is
normalized by the value of m/n used in the simulations.
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Figure 3-6: Estimates of m/n during the topographic response to an instantaneous
drop in uplift rate from U1 = 0.0001 m/yr to U2 = 0.00001 m/yr. Each line represents
a specified set of m and n parameters used to simulate the topography. The horizontal
axis is normalized by the response time in Equation 3.12 and the vertical axis is
normalized by the value of m/n used in the simulations.
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limited erosion model by rewriting Equation 3.3 as:
=k U - /A"S" + DV 2z (3.23)0t
where D is a diffusivity parameter. The above analyses have been repeated including
hillslope diffusion. In these runs, junctions are considered only if the tributaries have
sufficient contributing area to ensure that slopes are controlled by fluvial processes.
Diffusion primarily acts to reduce deviations from the true m/n value because it
eliminates channels and junctions at small contributing areas where the channels are
most concave.
3.2.3 Multiple Variations in Uplift
The previous discussion focuses on the effect of a single step change in basin uplift
rate. A potentially more important case is when the uplift rate experiences a series of
variations. In practice, one might be able to identify and avoid an isolated knickpoint
within a basin. However, if uplift rate is constantly changing by varying amounts,
then the knickpoints are numerous and more difficult to identify.
To investigate the effects of multiple knickpoints on the estimates of m/n, two sets
of numerical experiments were performed in which a basin experiences a periodically
varying uplift rate. In the first set, the uplift rate varies according to a square wave. In
each wave, the uplift rate is set to U1 for a duration D, and then is dropped to U2 for
another duration D,. Thus, when the uplift rate changes, it does so by ±(U -U 2). Du
was set to a different value for each experiment in order to investigate the sensitivity
of the m/n estimates to the spacing of the knickpoints in the basin. In all of the
following experiments, hillslope diffusion is active (see the end of Section 3.2.2) and
m and n are set to 1/2 and 1, respectively.
The value of m/n was calculated at regular intervals during each duration D" to
create a time series of rn/n estimates. Figure 3-7 illustrates one of these time series
of m/n. Each experiment was continued until a regular temporal pattern established
itself in the estimates of m/n (see Figure 3-7). Then the maximum, mean, and
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minimum m/n values were obtained from the last low and high uplift period. The solid
lines in Figure 3-8 illustrate the maximum, mean, and minimum estimates obtained
from the square wave experiments as a function of D,. The duration is normalized by
the response time for a change in uplift from U1 to U2, which is equal to the response
time for a change in uplift from U2 to U1 (see Equation 3.13).
The line of maximum m/n estimates rises sharply to a peak value and then levels
off at a constant high value (Figure 3-8). The initial rise occurs when D" is much less
than the response time. If the uplift rate alternates values very rapidly, knickpoints
from one change in uplift do not have enough time to travel through the network and
strongly bias the estimate of m/n (i.e. reach the peak values in Figure 3-5) before
a new set of knickpoints is sent through the network causing an opposing bias. As
D, increases, the knickpoints become more widely spaced in the network. The peak
value of the maximum line occurs when the knickpoints from an increase in uplift
rate are in the upper portions of the network and the knickpoints from a decrease
in uplift rate are in the lower portion of the network. In this case, the two sets of
knickpoints alter slope ratios at the two edges of the regression in opposite directions
(see Figure 3-4), thus magnifying the bias. Once D, is greater than the response time,
the maximum of the m/n estimates is constant because each knickpoint has time to
completely move through the basin before the next change in uplift rate. Similarly,
the curve of minimum m/n estimates first decreases with increasing D", then reaches
its lowest value when D, is less than the response time, and finally levels out at a
constant value. Notice the considerable asymmetry of the maximum and minimum
lines about the equilibrium value. Specifically, maximum estimates of m/n are much
further above the equilibrium value than minimum estimates are below the same
reference value.
The mean of the m/n estimates demonstrates a similar behavior to the maximum
and minimum of the estimates. Because decreases in the uplift rate cause a greater
magnitude of change in the estimate of m/n than increases in uplift rate, the mean
of the m/n estimates increases when D, is short. As D, becomes longer than the
response time, the basin spends more and more time in dynamic equilibrium, and the
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Figure 3-7: The upper plot shows normalized estimates of m/n through time for an
example numerical simulation. The lower plot shows the corresponding square wave
of uplift rate which varies between U1 = 0.00019 m/yr and U2 = 0.00001 m/yr. D" is
roughly equal to a quarter of the response time for a change in uplift from U, to U2 .
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Figure 3-8: Maxima, means, and minima from the time series of m/n estimates. The
solid and dashed lines were produced from simulations in which the uplift rate varied
according to square and sine waves, respectively. The m/n estimates are normalized
by the value of m/n imposed by the model and time is normalized by the response
time of a change in uplift from U1 to U2. In both sets of experiment the uplift rate
varies between U1 = 0.00019 m/yr and U2 = 0.00001 m/yr. 3 = 1x10- 6 1/yr, and
D = 0.001 m 2/yr.
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mean tends towards the equilibrium value.
In a second set of experiments, continuous variation of the uplift rate is investi-
gated using a sine wave that varies from U1 to U2 . Again n/n was estimated using
Playfair's law at regular temporal intervals. The numerical experiments were allowed
to continue until a regular pattern in the estimates of rn/n was obtained, and the
maximum, mean, and minimum of the m/n estimates were obtained from the last
complete sine wave of uplift rate. The effects of the period of the sine wave, Ps, on
the maximum, mean, and minimum estimates of m/n are illustrated by the dashed
lines in Figure 3-8.
A couple of differences appear between the square wave and sine wave experi-
ments. The sinusoidal uplift rate has a smaller effect on the m/n estimates than the
square wave does. Because of the numerical discretization, one can view the sinu-
soidal uplift as a series of small step changes. These smaller values of AU at each
time step cause the smaller extreme estimates of m/n in comparison with the square
wave experiments. In addition, unlike the square wave experiments, the maxima and
minima lines for the sinusoidal uplift rates demonstrate a continual decline as P" be-
comes large. As the period becomes larger, the magnitude of the change in the uplift
rate at each time step becomes smaller, and the knickpoints have less effect on the
channel slope.
3.3 Improved Measurement Techniques
Two potential biases have been demonstrated in estimates of M/n obtained using
Playfair's Law. First, channel profile concavity can result in over-estimates of m/n,
and second, spatial variations in incision rate (resulting from temporal variations in
uplift rate) can bias estimates of m/n. Although both biases are removed as the
measurement length goes to zero, this may be difficult to achieve in practice. This
section examines whether systematic variations of measurement length with tributary
contributing area can also remove these biases.
The bias from the profile concavity has been discussed previously within the con-
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text of basin self-similarity by Veneziano & Niemann (2000b) and in Chapter 2. The
conclusion of those studies is that for an equilibrium topography governed by Equa-
tion 3.3, the length R over which slopes are measured should vary as:
R c A1/ 2  (3.24)
in order to preserve scaling (see Equation 2.17). This relation implies that the slope
must be measured over a distance which depends on the area of the given tributary.
One can verify this condition by substituting Equation 3.24 into Equation 3.6 with
h = 1/2. Using such a length preserves the scaling of slope with area for any values
of m and n and thus removes the bias in the estimates of m/n. This is confirmed
in Figure 3-9 which shows the slope-area relationship (see Equations 3.4 and 3.6) for
the analytical profiles in Equation 3.5 above. The slope-area relationship is measured
using three rules for R: a constant length, a length that varies according to Equa-
tion 3.24, and a length that varies according to R oc Am/n (see below). The figure
shows that scaling is preserved only with the length described by Equation 3.24.
One would like to account for the potential bias from uplift rate variations as well.
Equation 3.17 provides a second condition for R. In order for S and S to scale in the
same manner with A, the measurement length should vary as:
R o Am/n (3.25)
This rule seems troubling at first because it depends on the ratio M/n which is
unknown. However, using R = KAm/n in Equation 3.17 implies that the drop in
elevation over R is:
Az=RS=K (- (U 1 - U2 ) t (3.26)
which is independent of contributing area. This observation provides an alternative
measurement technique that does not require prior knowledge of m/n. If the average
slopes are measured over a constant vertical distance (for example between contour
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Figure 3-9: Average slope S as a function of area using three rules to determine the
measurement distance. The power law relation between S and A holds between S
and A only when the measurement distance varies as R = KA'/ 2
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lines with a constant drop), then they have the same, proper scaling with A as those
measured according to Equation 3.25.
Notice that the two conditions on the measurement length, Equations 3.24 and 3.25,
can both be satisfied only for m/n = 1/2. Figure 3-10 demonstrates the effective-
ness of the constant drop condition in removing both biases for a simulation with
m/n = 1/2. This figure analyzes the same data as Figure 3-4, but measures slopes
over a constant vertical drop rather than a constant horizontal distance. Despite
significant spatial variations in incision rates and gradients, the new measurement
technique reduces the estimate of rn/n from 0.81 to 0.52 which is very close to the
true value of 1/2. The remaining scatter is due to the irregular addition of contribut-
ing area along the streams but does not introduce systematic deviations from scaling.
The slight over-estimate occurs because precisely constant drops are not available on
the discretized mesh, so approximations are made which cause some slight bias in the
plot.
3.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, the assumption that tributaries incise at equal rates near their junc-
tion was tested. Although this assertion is generally true precisely at the junction,
one must assume that it holds over some finite neighborhood to enable measurement
of the tributary slopes and estimation of m/n. The goal of this chapter was to deter-
mine the biases that might arise in estimation of m/n as one assumes that Playfair's
Law holds over increasingly large regions.
Irrespective of Playfair's Law, approximating the local tributary slope with the up-
stream average slope biases m/n estimates toward higher values. This bias becomes
more severe for longer measurement distances and more concave channel profiles.
Roughly speaking, this bias arises because the slope in the secondary tributary in-
creases upstream faster than the slope in the primary tributary for concave profiles.
In the analyses, the two incoming tributaries were used to estimate M/n. The ob-
served bias would be more severe if one used the smaller incoming tributary along
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Figure 3-10: An example of junction analysis applied to a topography that is respond-
ing to an instantaneous drop in uplift rate from U1 = 0.0001 m/yr to U2 = 0.00001
m/yr. The simulation uses m/n = 1/2. The estimated value of m/n is very close to
1/2 because slopes are measured over constant vertical distances.
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with the outgoing channel. In such a case one would systematically over-estimate the
slope of the incoming stream and under-estimate the slope of the outgoing stream.
Playfair's Law was assessed for the case in which uplift rate is spatially constant
but varies in time. Temporal variations in uplift rate result in discontinuities in slope
(knickpoints) that propagate headward through the channel network. In the absence
of diffusion or spatial heterogeneity in erodability or uplift rate, these knickpoints
were shown to progress with constant vertical velocity. This is an important result
because it suggests that all knickpoints from a given perturbation in uplift rate should
be found at the same contour level (a testable hypothesis). In addition, it indicates
that temporal changes in the uplift rate do not result in reorganization of the network
configuration.
The presence of knickpoints in the basin affects estimates of m/n because incision
rates above and below these points are different. Thus slopes and slope ratios esti-
mated across knickpoints are not consistent with the assumption from Playfair's Law
that incision rates are equal among junction tributaries. The time interval during
which Playfair's Law fails and the magnitude of the deviation from the correct slope
ratio at a junction have been derived by assuming that contributing area does not
change significantly within the measurement lengths. The numerical results show
that step increases and decreases in the uplift rate cause estimates of m/n to be too
low and high, respectively. The severity of the effect, which is transient, depends on
a number of factors including the ratio and absolute values of M and n, the uplift
rates, the length over which the slopes are measured, the location of the junctions,
and the amount of diffusion present. Smaller measurement distances, less concavity,
and more diffusion tend to reduce the magnitude of the error.
Playfair's Law and the associated estimates of m/n were also investigated for a
basin that undergoes multiple changes in uplift rate. If uplift varies as a square wave,
the highest estimates of m/n are farther from the true value than the lowest m/n
estimates are. Also, the mean estimates tend to be biased upward, particularly for
certain frequencies of the uplift process. For a smoother uplift process (a sine wave)
the effects are similar but more subtle.
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Although several theoretical biases in the m/n estimates have been demonstrated,
one cannot conclude from this theoretical analysis whether past M/n estimates ob-
tained using junction analysis are significantly biased. As described above, these
biases depend on a number of factors which make general statements difficult. It
should also be noted that estimates of m/n using an alternative method (regression
through slope-area data based on Equation 3.4) are subject to some of the same is-
sues as Playfair's Law. Comparison of these techniques using digital elevation models
offers an avenue for further research (e.g. Snyder et al. (2000)).
Measurement techniques were derived to address the biases in the estimates of
m/n based on Playfair's Law. Theoretically, the best measurement distances are
the smallest ones, but sub-reach variability may make the slope highly variable over
such distances. If longer distances are used, then varying the measurement distance
as R oc A1/ 2 addresses the bias associated with channel concavity and varying it as
R oc Am/n addresses the bias due to the knickpoints. The latter rule is equivalent to
measuring slopes over constant vertical distances. Unfortunately, the two methods
are consistent only if the true m/n value is 1/2. In practice, one may measure slopes
with both techniques and compare results to make an assessment of the reliability of
the m/n estimates.
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Chapter 4
Erosion Sequencing
4.1 Introduction
In Chapters 2 and 3, the scaling invariance of river basin topography has been ex-
amined and a landscape evolution model that is compatible with this property has
been analyzed. Although this model produces realistic synthetic topography, it is not
appropriate for interpolation. Specifically, significant computational time is spent
simulating the evolutionary history of the surface, but interpolation requires only
the present topographic form. In this chapter and Chapter 5, attention is focused
on developing a model that is appropriate for interpolation. This new model will
necessarily forgo a detailed simulation of river basin development, so it is important
to understand how the basin development process affects the ultimate topographic
form. This issue is confronted here.
Several modelers have sought to understand the scale invariance of river networks
wholly through the process by which networks grow to fill an initially undrained re-
gion (this is referred to as the network's mode of growth). One classical example is
Scheidegger's model (Scheidegger 1967) which develops directed networks with par-
ticular scaling properties. Several other models have been adapted from well-known
cluster growth models such as Eden growth (Eden 1961) and invasion percolation
(Wilkinson & Willemsen 1983). For example, Howard (1971) explored a model for
river networks based on local branching properties that includes the Scheidegger and
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Eden schemes among its variants, whereas Stark (1991) proposed an invasion perco-
lation model in which a river network grows by capturing the adjacent point with the
lowest substrate strength.
The above models operate only on the horizontal plane and rely solely on the mode
of growth to determine the basin structure. In real basins, the river network configu-
ration may be affected also by the surface elevation during the process of growth. The
flow directions throughout the network must be consistent with the topographic sur-
face and therefore cannot be assigned randomly as is often done in planar models. In
addition, since the expected value of channel slope at a given contributing area E[S] is
observed to vary with contributing area A as E[S] oc A- for some 0 > 0 (Chapter 2),
there is a feedback mechanism whereby the network configuration affects the surface
elevation. As a point captures flow from more area, its slope decreases thus making
the point more prone to capture additional flow. This feedback can cause changes in
the mode of basin growth and subsequent reorganization of the basin structure.
In this chapter, simple models are used to examine how the mode of growth, with
and without elevation effects, impacts basin scaling properties, and these properties
are compared to those of natural basins. First, the scaling properties of river networks
developed by three classical planar models are examined-Scheidegger, Eden, and
invasion percolation-to determine whether they are adequate for river basins. The
scaling properties are assessed using the topological condition (Equations 2.2 and 2.3)
and the power laws (Equations 2.16, 2.19, and 2.21) described in Chapter 2. Previous
results for these models (Takayasu et al. 1991, Huber 1991, Cieplak et al. 1998) are
confirmed and extended. In addition, it is demonstrated that one should examine
both topological and geometrical characteristics when comparing basins. Second, we
investigate how the scaling properties vary when processes associated with surface
elevation are included in the models. Elevation is included by using erosion models
similar to that of Rinaldo et al. (1993). Under certain conditions, the cluster frontiers
of the new models are identical to their planar counterparts, indicating identical
modes of cluster growth. However, even under such conditions, the choice of flow
direction is made according to the topography and the elevation field is adjusted
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using the slope-area relationship, resulting in different river networks. Through these
experiments, the dependence of the scaling exponents on both the mode of growth
and the process of slope-area enforcement is determined.
The organization of the chapter is as follows. The planar Scheidegger, Eden, and
invasion percolation models are briefly presented in Section 4.2. Their simulated
basins are compared with typical natural basins in Section 4.3. Section 4.4 presents
the models with elevation included, and Section 4.5 analyzes the results from these
models. The final section summarizes the main results and states the conclusions.
4.2 Planar Models
Scheidegger (1967) proposed one of the first quantitative models for the planar devel-
opment of river networks. The model operates on a hexagonal lattice and develops
channels from an edge of the simulation domain that forms a line of basin outlets.
At each iteration, an entire row of adjacent neighbors is simultaneously captured,
and each of these points is randomly assigned a flow direction toward one of the two
neighbors already within the basin. This model was originally presented as a way to
develop river networks, but it may also be viewed as a simple cluster growth rule. The
open boundary serves as a series of seed points, and the clusters, which correspond
to the river basins, grow by a pixel layer at each iteration. The top row of Figure 4-1
shows an intermediate snapshot and the final configuration for a simulation with the
Scheidegger model. Points outside the clusters are shaded medium gray, and points
inside the clusters are shaded according to their contributing areas. As is evident in
the figure, this model leads to uniform headward growth with a smooth aggregate
cluster frontier. The directed character of the networks is evidenced by the consistent
orientation of the channels toward the outlets.
The second planar model used here is a well-known variant of Eden cluster growth
(Eden 1961) with the addition of a simple scheme to assign flow directions as points
are added to the cluster. The model operates on a square lattice and begins with a
seed point initially filled to start the cluster. The developing cluster is the river basin,
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Figure 4-1: The growth of Scheidegger, Eden, and invasion percolation networks. The
left panels show the cluster and network configurations after 80 iterations for Schei-
degger, approximately 25,000 iterations for Eden, and 8,000 iterations for invasion
percolation. The right panels show the final spanning networks. Points outside the
clusters are shaded gray, and points within the clusters are shaded according to their
contributing areas.
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and the seed point is the outlet. At each iteration, a single point is randomly selected
from the neighbors of the existing basin. The point is captured and given a flow
direction toward a randomly selected neighbor already within the basin. The middle
row of Figure 4-1 shows the growth of an Eden network with an outlet specified at
the corner of a square domain. At all stages of growth, the basin is quite compact
with growth occurring at a well defined but irregular basin frontier. Advancement of
the cluster frontier is more erratic than in Scheidegger's model. As a result, only the
very large channels are directed toward the outlet.
The Scheidegger and Eden models both conform to Howard's concept that river
networks expand headward through an intense "wave of dissection" (Howard 1971).
In fact, if one alters Scheidegger's model to operate on a square lattice and to allow a
seed at any given location, then this Scheidegger variant and the Eden model above
differ only by the number of random neighbors added at each iteration. The two
models are therefore end members of Howard's numerical growth procedure in which
the number of points added to the cluster at a given iteration is controlled.
While the above models suggest that channels grow essentially by chance, inva-
sion percolation channels grow by following paths of least resistance. This process
is simulated by assigning an independent random number to each point on a square
lattice at the beginning of the simulation. After the initial outlet (or outlets) has
been specified, the basin grows by capturing the adjacent neighbor with the highest
number. In order to define a drainage network, the added point is assigned a flow
direction toward a randomly selected neighbor within the basin. The bottom row of
Figure 4-1 shows an example basin growing by invasion percolation. At intermediate
stages, the basin is not compact and has a very erratic frontier. The pattern of growth
differs considerably from Howard's conceptual model because the main channels de-
velop first, cutting well into the simulation domain before the smaller tributaries are
defined. Instead, this style of growth is consistent with Glock's concept that fluvial
networks first "elongate" to capture new territory and then "elaborate" the minor
tributaries (Glock 1931).
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4.3 Results for the Planar Models
Using each of the previous models, a suitable ensemble of runs was generated for
analysis. In the case of Scheidegger's model, five runs were made on a 500 x 2000
pixel lattice with an open boundary along one of the shorter sides. For the other two
models, five runs were made on a 500 x 500 pixel domain with an outlet specified at
one corner. These domain sizes were selected so that power laws could be observed
over at least two orders of magnitude. For clarity, the example networks shown in
Figure 4-1 have smaller domains (200 x 200).
Figure 4-2 shows results of the topological analysis for the three simulation en-
sembles (see Equations 2.2 and 2.3). Each line gives the values of T,_i along the
ith diagonal of the T matrix. Topological self-similarity requires that all the lines be
horizontal, which is observed with good approximation over a range of stream orders
w. For w > 6, a significant decrease in the number of side tributaries is observed
(the highest stream orders are not shown in the figure). The decrease is due to the
domain shape, which narrows as one approaches the outlet. This causes many high
order streams to join near the outlet, and consequently, the higher order streams have
short lengths and few lower order tributaries (see Figure 4-1). There is also an excess
of first order tributaries for streams of any order. Streams of order one are likely
to depend heavily on the numerical discretization of the domain. Over the range of
orders that display self-similarity, the T values are highest for Scheidegger's model
and lowest for invasion percolation. If T = bc-l is assumed, one obtains (b = 1.3,
c = 3.3) for Scheidegger, (b = 1.3, c = 2.9) for Eden, and (b = 1.0, c = 2.7) for
invasion percolation.
These results indicate that the Scheidegger and Eden models develop basins with
more side tributaries than real river networks, whereas invasion percolation networks
are more similar to real basins in this respect. The bifurcation ratios Rb (Horton 1945)
for Scheidegger, Eden, and invasion percolation are Rb = 5.2, 5.0, 4.6, respectively
(Figure 4-2 inset). Tarboton et al. (1989a) reported Rb values for nine basins, with
a maximum of 4.7 and an average of 4.1. Peckham (1995a) analyzed two basins and
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Figure 4-2: Topological scaling for the ensembles of Scheidegger, Eden, and invasion
percolation networks. Each line gives the coefficients T, ,_- for different Strahler
orders w and a fixed value of i.
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found Rb = 4.5, 4.8 and parameters b = 1.2, 1.2 and c = 2.4, 2.7.
Figures 4-3, 4-4, and 4-5 show the distribution of contributing areas for the three
models (see Equation 2.21). At large contributing areas, finite-size effects occur for
all three models, but these effects are observed over the widest range for the Eden
model. Over a range of intermediate and small areas, power laws are observed with
# = 0.34, 3 = 0.41, and # = 0.39 for Scheidegger, Eden, and invasion percolation,
respectively. These values are in good agreement with those previously reported
in the literature. /3 = 1/3 has been analytically derived for Scheidegger (Takayasu
et al. 1991, Huber 1991) and 3 = 0.40, 0.38 has been observed for Eden and invasion
percolation, respectively (Cieplak et al. 1998). The near equality of the # values
for the Eden and invasion percolation models means that # does not explain the
differences in the networks that are so apparent to the eye. For natural basins, Rigon
et al. (1996) have found values of / in the range 0.40 - 0.46 with an average of 0.43.
Hence the values of /3 for Eden and invasion percolation are at the low end of the
range observed in nature but are not unreasonable. In contrast, the exponent for
Scheidegger does not agree well with real basins.
Figures 4-6, 4-7, and 4-8 show Hack's law for the simulations associated with the
three models (see Equation 2.16). Here again large deviations from log-linearity are
observed for the Eden model at large scales. The reason is that the largest tributaries
are forced to converge near the outlet thus rapidly increasing the contributing area
and flattening the plots (see Figure 4-1). At smaller areas, power laws are obeyed
with h = 0.67 for Scheidegger and h = 0.61 for Eden and invasion percolation. For
each model, the exponents calculated from various moment ratios vary only slightly.
The similarity of the h values for Eden and invasion percolation is not surprising given
the similarity of the / values. Maritan et al. (1996) have observed that / + h 1
for natural networks and derived this result under reasonable assumptions on the
geometry of basins. In addition, h = 0.61 has been previously measured by Cieplak
et al. (1998) for invasion percolation.
Rigon et al. (1996) reported values of h for natural basins from 0.52 to 0.60 with
an average around 0.55. Here again, the Scheidegger model is in poor agreement
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Figure 4-3: The distribution of contributing areas within basins developed by the
Scheidegger and headward models. Three cases are shown for the headward model as
described in the text. Exponents are estimated over the ranges spanned by the offset
regression lines.
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Figure 4-4: The same as Figure 3 with data from the Eden and random models.
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Figure 4-5: The same as Figure 3 with data from the invasion percolation and ranked
models.
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Figure 4-6: The scaling of the moment ratios of main stream length with contribut-
ing area for the Scheidegger and headward models. Three cases are shown for the
headward model as described in the text. The h values represent averages among the
four ratios of moments. They are estimated over the ranges of data spanned by the
offset regression lines. The moment ratios are also offset for clarity.
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Figure 4-7: The same as Figure 6 with data from the Eden and random models.
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Figure 4-8: The same as Figure 6 with data from the invasion percolation and ranked
models.
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with natural river networks. The other two values of h fall at the upper edge of the
range but are not unreasonable. High h values mean that the length of the main
stream grows more rapidly with contributing area than it does in most real basins.
As discussed in Chapter 2, such an increase in length can be due either to fractal
sinuosity of the streams or elongation of the basin shapes (geometric self-affinity)
(Rigon et al. 1996).
Finally, the scaling of the basin shapes for the three models is shown in Figures
4-9, 4-10, and 4-11 by plotting moment ratios of L11 against A (see Equation 2.19).
The plots obey power laws over two orders of magnitude with markedly different
exponents for the three models. The slopes of the plots give Hp = 0.50,0.69,1.04 for
Scheidegger, Eden, and invasion percolation, respectively. The differences in the HP
values are substantial and indicate that geometric scaling of the sub-basin shapes is a
key discriminant for these models. While the power laws considered earlier were very
similar for the Eden and invasion percolation models, the Hp values of these models
differ substantially. Like Scheidegger basins, Eden basins are self-affine because they
become more elongated as their area increases, whereas invasion percolation basins
are almost exactly self-similar (Hp close to one). The self-affinity of Scheidegger and
Eden basins can be understood by considering their modes of growth. Scheidegger's
basins grow uniformly headward, giving large channels little opportunity to capture
width from smaller neighboring basins. Eden's model produces some deviation from
uniform headward growth, causing the frontier to develop self-affine irregularity. This
irregularity gives the channels that have extended further an advantage to capture
additional side area thus making the sub-basin shapes more self-similar. In the case of
invasion percolation, the main channels grow much earlier than the smaller tributaries
and self-affinity reduces to self-similarity.
The values of Hp noted above invalidate Scheidegger and Eden growth as models
for river networks. Of the thirteen basins analyzed by Rigon et al. (1996), only
one has a value of Hp below 0.88 (with a value of 0.75), and the average value is
about Hp = 0.93. While the value of Hp for invasion percolation is more realistic,
the simulated river courses have far too much sinuosity. As mentioned earlier, the
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headward models. Three cases are shown for the headward model as described in the
text. The exponents shown are averages among the four ratios of moments and were
estimated over the ranges of data spanned by the offset regression lines. The moment
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deviation between h and 1/(Hp + 1) can only be due to the sinuosity of the channels.
Thus, h(Hp +1) can be used as a sinuosity measure. For the set of basins analyzed by
Rigon et al. (1996), h(Hp + 1) is on average 1.06 and never exceeds 1.08. For invasion
percolation, it is around 1.25. This result is also confirmed visually, since invasion
percolation channels are far more erratic than natural river courses (Figure 4-1).
4.4 Models with Elevation
The previous section has shown that the mode of cluster growth affects the scaling
properties of the final network configuration. It has also shown that the three planar
models considered develop networks whose scaling characteristics differ from those
of real river networks. In this section, the effects of including elevation in the three
models are examined. A scenario is considered in which the network grows by cutting
into an initially high and undrained plateau. Erosion is assumed to reduce elevations
to values which agree with the slope-area relationship. Unlike the planar models which
operate only at the cluster frontier, the extended models have erosion events that can
modify elevations anywhere in the simulation domain (inside or outside the cluster),
and points can be eroded multiple times. The erosion algorithm is based on the work
of Rinaldo et al. (1993), which provides both a criterion for determining which points
are vulnerable to erosion and a rule for evolving the surface at eroded points. The
present model differs from the one by Rinaldo et al. because the sequencing of the
erosion events and the initial conditions are controlled to reflect the planar growth
models. In addition, the resulting basins are not perturbed here.
The new algorithm is as follows.
1. Specify the initial conditions. Initial elevations are assigned to all points on the
lattice (hexagonal or square). The elevations of outlet points are set to zero, and
the remaining elevations are high enough that the growing basins will eventually
capture the entire domain. Except for the outlets, the initial surface is flat. In
some cases (see below), white noise is superimposed to define flow directions,
but the amplitude of the noise is not enough to induce erosion. The outlets can
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be thought of as seeds and the growing basins as clusters. The combined cluster
frontier is defined by an elevation contour just below the elevation of the initial
flat surface. To extend the invasion percolation model, an independent random
value is also assigned to each point in the domain. This value is unrelated to
the surface elevation and is used to determine the sequence of erosion events.
2. Calculate flow directions and contributing areas. At all points, the flow direction
is assumed to be the direction of steepest descent. On the square lattice, eight
neighbors are used. If no neighbor is lower than the point under consideration,
the point is labeled a pit. Accordingly, all points on a perfectly flat surface
are considered pits. Once drainage directions are assigned, contributing areas
are calculated. Contributing area summations are terminated at pits, where
discharge is assumed to infiltrate or evaporate.
3. Identify unstable points. Erosion can only occur at points where the shear
stress T is above a critical threshold Tr, (Rinaldo et al. 1993). The shear stress
is evaluated as T = kA 9 S, where S is the gradient slope and the contributing
area A is used as a surrogate for the geomorphically significant flow (Wolman &
Miller 1960, Wolman & Gerson 1978). In all the simulations, 0 = 0.5, which is
a reasonable value for river basins (Flint 1974). The constants Tr, and k control
the vertical scale of the simulated topography.
4. Select and sort points for erosion. Not all of the unstable points are necessarily
eroded at each iteration of the algorithm. Rinaldo et al. (1993) select only
the most unstable point for erosion (the one with the largest T - rr), whereas
three different criteria are used here to mimic the planar models. To generalize
the Scheidegger model a headward algorithm is used. This algorithm begins at
the outlets (and pits) and progresses headward through the current network
configuration. In this fashion, all unstable points with equal distance to the
outlet are eroded simultaneously, and every unstable point in the domain is
eroded once before the flow directions and contributing areas are updated. To
generalize the Eden model, a random sequencing algorithm is used in which
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a single unstable point is randomly selected for erosion. Invasion percolation
is generalized using a ranked algorithm. This algorithm first determines the
highest assigned random number among the unstable points of the frontier. It
then erodes all unstable points in the domain with assigned numbers greater
than or equal to that value.
5. Erode the selected points. Erosion reduces the elevation of the selected points
until they are stable with T = Tr, (Rinaldo et al. 1993). Thus, when selected, a
point is assigned a new elevation z = Zd+(Al-cr /k) A- 0, where Zd is the elevation
of the point immediately downstream and Al is the distance separating the two
points. The new elevation results in a slope that is consistent with the slope-area
relationship S oc A- 0 .
6. Iterate the process by going back to step 2.
The algorithms that have just been described assign drainage directions in a way
that is different from the planar models and therefore develop different river networks.
However, if the initial surface is (1) high above the outlets and (2) perfectly smooth,
the algorithms reproduce the cluster growth rules of the planar models. The height
requirement ensures that all the cluster's neighbors can be added to the cluster in
the present iteration. If the surface is too low, neighboring points may have T < Tr
and thus be immune from erosion. The surface is required to be smooth so that the
headward algorithm grows the cluster by one-pixel layers. The headward algorithm
adds all points that currently drain into the cluster, and a smooth surface implies that
only the adjacent neighbors drain into the cluster. The other variants have modes of
growth that are insensitive to surface roughness.
To understand the role of these two restrictions, three cases are analyzed for the
headward and random models. For Case 1, the initial surface is smooth and high
enough to ensure that T > Tcr at all frontier points. For Case 2, the initial surface is
still high, but a small amount of white noise is added to the initial elevations. For
Case 3, the initial surface has the same roughness as Case 2, but its elevation is low
enough that stable points appear along the frontier throughout the growth process.
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4.5 Results for the Models with Elevation
Ensembles of five simulated topographies have been generated for each case using the
headward, random, and ranked models. For statistical analysis, a 500 x 500 pixel
domain was used for the headward model and 200 x 200 pixel domains were used
for the other two models. For visual comparison below, 200 x 200 pixel domains are
used in all cases. In order to mimic their planar counterparts, the headward model
uses a hexagonal grid and the random and ranked models use square grids with eight
neighbors.
Figure 4-12 shows individual simulations of the three headward cases. In Case
1, the headward model has an identical frontier to the Scheidegger model, but the
dynamics within the growing basins develop different looking networks. The new
basins widen more rapidly, and the larger channels have some long straight segments.
The widening results from a dominance of large basins that is not observed for Schei-
degger's model. For example, consider a basin that, by chance, has widened by a
small amount to increase its total area above the areas of neighboring basins. In the
headward model, such a basin has lower slopes along its major streams and thus lower
elevations at its stream sources. Lower source points have a greater potential to cap-
ture new points by being selected as their downstream neighbors. The straightness
of the larger channels is related to the widening process and the restriction of the
drainage directions. The dominant channels are straight and angled so as to capture
lateral area at the maximum allowable rate. At a later stage of evolution, these dom-
inant channels capture additional lateral area by developing small side tributaries.
In Case 2, new features are observed. During the growth, deviation from the
uniform Scheidegger frontier is introduced by the white noise in the initial surface
elevations. The noise produces a random pattern of internally draining networks on
the initial surface. As the cluster grows, these basins are captured and eroded, thus
irregularly advancing the frontier. The final networks reflect the frontier form through
an increased irregularity of the main channels.
In Case 3, a third mode of growth is observed which is associated with a distinctive
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Figure 4-12: The growth of networks using the headward model under the three
cases described in the text. The left panels show the frontier and network configura-
tions after 80 iterations, and the right panels show the final network configurations.
Points outside the clusters are shaded gray, and points within the clusters are shaded
according to their contributing areas.
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frontier. Because the initial surface has a low elevation, the shear stresses along the
frontier are lower than in the previous cases. If the elevations of the boundary points
in the cluster are high, then the adjacent frontier points may be stable. This would
inhibit further growth at these points and alter the frontier form. Since most the
elevation gains in a network occur along the channels with small areas, the length of
such channels tends to be restricted. This causes the frontier to maintain a roughly
constant distance from the larger channels, thus giving the frontier a scalloped form.
Unlike the previous cases, the final networks in Case 3 tend to have basins that
dominate far from the outlets. As the growing channels extend further from the open
boundary, the elevations of the sources become higher. Because basins with smaller
contributing areas have steeper trunk streams, their growth is more restricted. At
some distance from the outlet, only a few basins are able to continue their growth,
and in the absence of competition, they capture much lateral area.
The inclusion of elevation also affects the scaling characteristics. Figure 4-3 shows
the distribution of contributing areas for all three headward cases and the planar
Scheidegger model. The plots for the headward cases have significantly steeper slopes
in log-log than the Scheidegger model. This includes Case 1 which has a mode of
growth identical to Scheidegger's model. Case 3 has 0 = 0.47 which is slightly higher
than the range of values observed in nature (Rigon et al. 1996). Cases 1 and 2
show similar distributions to Case 3, but some significant deviations from power law
scaling are observed in the central portion of the distribution where good scaling
would normally be seen for natural basins.
Hack's law is shown in Figure 4-6. The results parallel those for the contributing
area distribution. Again, some deviation from scaling is observed for Cases 1 and 2.
Case 3 clearly obeys a power law with h = 0.55. This value is very similar to those
seen in nature (Rigon et al. 1996) and is lower than the h value for Scheidegger.
Figure 4-9 shows the dependence of the Euclidean basin length on contributing
area. For all three cases, the contributing area associated with a given Euclidean
length is much larger than for Scheidegger basins. This difference is due to the fact
that the basins have different means to capture area laterally as described above. For
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Case 3, Hp = 0.86 is calculated which is much larger than Hp for Scheidegger's model.
The new value is within the range observed for natural basins but remains lower than
the most common values (Rigon et al. 1996). The sinuosity index h(Hp + 1) =
1.02 implies that the change in Hack's law from Scheidegger's model is mainly due
to the difference in basin elongation (rather than river sinuosity). The sinuosity
index h(Hp + 1) is also consistent with observations. Overall, basins produced by the
headward model are more like natural basins than any of the planar models previously
examined.
Now consider the random model. Figure 4-13 shows examples of these basins
along with snapshots taken during their growth. The final configurations of all three
cases are very similar. However, because these cases have clearly visible drainage
divides (like the headward cases), their appearance is significantly different from that
of an Eden network at small scales. The frontiers observed for Cases 1 and 2 are
identical to Eden, although the drainage directions and the dynamics within the
growing networks are different. The most interesting visual difference is the distinctive
frontier in Case 3. This frontier is scalloped like the headward frontier in Case 3 and
is less irregular than the previous two random cases. This frontier form results from
the low elevations of the initial surface. When any point is first added to the cluster
by erosion, it has a small contributing area and therefore is assigned a steep slope
according to the slope-area relationship. The slope remains high until the point is
randomly selected for another erosion event, despite any increases in contributing
area as the cluster continues to grow. This delay in the updating of slopes causes
the channels throughout the basin to have steeper slopes than one would expect from
their current areas. When the headwater points have similar elevations to the initial
surface, T falls below Tr, limiting the ability of the cluster to capture new points until
sufficient updating within the basin has occurred.
Unlike the dramatic changes observed between the Scheidegger and headward
model, the random model has scaling properties similar to those of Eden. Figure 4-4
shows the distribution of contributing areas for the three cases. All three distributions
are similar to that for Eden. As with the headward model, deviation from scaling is
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Figure 4-13: The growth of networks using the random model under the three cases
described in the text. For Cases 1 and 2, the left panels show the frontier and network
configurations after 1.6 million iterations. For Case 3, the left panel shows the growth
after 6.4 million iterations. The right panels show the final network configurations.
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observed for Cases 1 and 2, but for Case 3,3 = 0.42. This 3 value is larger than Eden's
and is very close to the average of those reported in Rigon et al. (1996). Figure 4-7
shows Hack's law for basins simulated with the random model. The exponent h = 0.61
for Case 3 is identical to that for the planar Eden model. Likewise, in Figure 4-10, one
finds Hp = 0.69, which is identical to the Hp for Eden's model. Perhaps surprisingly,
the addition of elevation to this model did not produce exponents substantially closer
to those of natural basins. Basins simulated with the random model continue to be
too elongated at large scales.
Finally, consider the extension of the invasion percolation model. Figure 4-14
shows basins developed by the ranked model for the three cases described above.
Cases 1 and 2 both have cluster frontiers which are identical to invasion percolation,
but their final networks are substantially different. The drainage divides are more
visible and the large channels have less sinuosity. During early stages of growth, the
networks develop highly sinuous trunk streams like those of invasion percolation, but
as more points become part of the basin, smaller tributaries begin to form. Such
tributaries initially have small areas and therefore steep slopes, but they sometimes
provide much more direct paths to the basin headwaters. This causes their source
elevations to be low enough to capture the headwater territory and thus reduces the
sinuosity of the largest channels.
Less reorganization occurs in Case 3 because of the low elevation of the initial sur-
face. The channels that extend early capture very little lateral territory and therefore
have small areas along their lengths. Because this leads to steep slopes, the sources
have T Tr,. These channels are thus unable to grow until sufficient elaboration and
readjustment has occurred near the outlet to increase areas and reduce source eleva-
tions. This leads to a more uniform mode of growth and less reorganization during
the late stages of development. The final network configuration is sometimes quite
similar to those in Cases 1 and 2.
The scaling properties developed by the ranked model are different from those of
invasion percolation networks. Figure 4-5 shows the distribution of contributing areas
for the ranked model, and all three cases adhere well to power laws at intermediate
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Figure 4-14: The growth of networks using the ranked model under the three cases
described in the text. The left panels show the frontier and network configurations
after 8,000 iterations, and the right panels show the final network configurations.
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areas. For Case 3, 3 = 0.44 is estimated which is larger than the 3 value for invasion
percolation and similar to the values observed in nature. Figure 4-8 shows how the
main stream length scales with contributing area for the three cases. A value h = 0.58
is estimated for Case 3 which is also in good agreement with the values observed in
nature. Given the visual differences described above, one suspects that the reduction
in h is due to a reduction in channel sinuosity at large scales. Figure 4-11 gives
Hp = 0.97, indicating that the basins remain very close to self-similar. Thus the
reduction in h is due to a decrease in sinuosity which is reflected in h(Hp + 1) = 1.14.
This sinuosity measure is lower than for invasion percolation but remains above the
values observed for natural basins.
It is interesting to compare the headward, random, and ranked models for Case 3.
The models all enforce a slope-area relationship with exponent 0 = 0.5, but they do
so using different mechanisms. Therefore, the models have not only different modes of
cluster growth (as described above) but also different reorganization dynamics within
the growing basins. The planar scaling properties of the drainage networks are found
to depend on these differences; for example, Hp = 0.86 for the headward model,
Hp = 0.69 for the random model, and Hp = 0.97 for the ranked model. It should be
noted that the differences in boundary conditions do not affect the exponents. The
headward model was simulated with a single outlet as was done for the random and
ranked models and the scaling characteristics do not change significantly.
4.6 Conclusions
In the first part of the chapter, the topological and geometrical scaling characteristics
of Scheidegger, Eden, and invasion percolation networks were analyzed and compared
to natural river networks. Although the networks generated by the three algorithms
are visually distinct, the Eden and invasion percolation networks have similar # and h
values. Small differences are observed in the topological characteristics, but the most
obvious differences are in the geometrical scaling properties. Scheidegger and Eden
basins become more elongated at larger scales, whereas invasion percolation basins
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are essentially self-similar. The channels of Scheidegger and Eden are nearly straight
whereas invasion percolation channels have a very high sinuosity.
The geometrical differences between the Scheidegger, Eden, and invasion per-
colation networks can be understood in terms of their modes of network growth.
Uniform headward growth, as in Scheidegger's model, develops self-affine basins and
non-fractal channels. As one allows the main channels to grow more rapidly (i.e.
shifting from Howard's conceptual model to Glock's), the basins become increasingly
self-similar with more sinuous channels. Hence, for these planar models, the mode of
network growth has an influence on the scaling characteristics of the basin.
When compared with published statistics for natural basins, the simulations show
that all the planar models are inadequate for river networks. The low Hp values of
Scheidegger and Eden basins are not observed in nature, and the sinuosity of invasion
percolation channels is unrealistically high.
In the second half of the chapter, the planar models were extended to include the
effects of elevation on the network properties. Including elevation in the Scheideg-
ger and invasion percolation models significantly affects the planar scaling properties
without necessarily changing the mode of cluster growth. In the Scheidegger exten-
sion, the large basins have a greater ability to capture lateral area because of how the
drainage directions are assigned and updated as the cluster grows. In the invasion
percolation extension, significant network reorganization occurs after the initial de-
velopment which reduces the sinuosity of the largest channels. Much less pronounced
effects are observed when extending Eden's model.
The simulations with elevation also show that the mode of growth depends on
certain elevation characteristics of the initial surface. For the headward model, the
mode of growth depends on the roughness of the initial surface since the pre-existing
drainage divides are inherited by the growing cluster frontier. For all three models
with elevation, the mode of growth is affected by the height of the initial surface
because frontier points must have sufficient shear stress to be eroded. The mode of
growth affects the quality of the observed power laws (especially for the headward
model) with the most exact power-laws occurring when the initial surface is low
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enough to halt the erosion at some frontier points. In such cases, the scaling exponents
for the headward and ranked models are found to be different from those of the
Scheidegger and invasion percolation models. The new exponent values are in better
agreement with those of natural basins.
In general, the inclusion of elevation in the standard planar models of river network
formation produces important changes in the scaling properties of such networks,
making them more similar to natural river networks. The effects of elevation vary
with the planar growth rule and, for example, are larger for Scheidegger than for
Eden. The present results are based on simple assumptions on the sequencing of
erosion events which control the points added to the cluster and the updating of
elevations within the cluster. In reality, channel networks may grow in more complex
and gradual ways and display a mixture of the features observed in these simulations.
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Chapter 5
The Equilibrium Model
To develop a physically-based method of interpolation, one needs a simple model
for the topographic surface which reflects the evolutionary processes (tectonic uplift,
fluvial incision, and hillslope diffusion). The model must have few parameters because
estimation of their values from coarse data is expected to be difficult. It must also be
capable of rapid simulations since interpolation is often performed with substantial
quantities of data and repeated model simulations may be required.
Unfortunately, none of the models presented so far is adequate for interpolation.
In Chapters 2 and 3, a detachment-limited landscape evolution model was discussed,
and this model reproduces many of the observed properties of natural topography.
However, simulating the evolution of the topography is too time-consuming for inter-
polation problems. In Chapter 4, the sensitivity of the scaling properties to the mode
of network growth was examined. This analysis demonstrated that three different
erosion sequencing algorithms develop fairly realistic topographies when the role of
elevation is included in the development. One variant, the extension of the Scheideg-
ger model, is particularly interesting because of its speed of computation. However,
this model is still inadequate for interpolation because it does not include tectonic
uplift or hillslope diffusion.
The so-called slope-area model is similar to the SOC model but includes tectonic
uplift (Ijjasz-Vasquez et al. 1993). These two models use similar iterative procedures
to enforce the slope-area relationship, but they are intended to simulate different
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physical processes. The SOC model includes a shear stress threshold that must be
exceeded to induce erosion. The slope-area model includes a tectonic uplift rate
(instead of the critical shear stress) and therefore can increase the elevations of points.
Although the procedures are similar, the slope-area model does not simulate the
temporal evolution of topography. Instead, it strives to rapidly produce a surface in
dynamic equilibrium. Niemann et al. (1997) make a detailed comparison of the SOC
and slope-area models.
The slope-area model also has significant shortcomings for the purpose at hand.
First, it develops topography only at dynamic equilibrium, which excludes simulation
of topography in transient states. Second, the model accepts only a limited set of
initial conditions. In particular, the initial surface must be higher than any final
elevation in order to ensure that the channel networks fully develop. Third, the
model does not include hillslope processes.
The first of these limitations is the least severe for an interpolation procedure.
Identification of a specific stage of evolution for each set of elevation data is impracti-
cal, and if one is forced to select a generic state for topography, dynamic equilibrium
is a natural choice. Equilibrium is reached when the uplift rate is balanced by the
degradation rate, and evidence suggests that some regions exhibit such a balance
(Adams 1985, Willemin & Knuepfer 1994, Snyder et al. 2000). In most regions, one
does not expect to observe dynamic equilibrium, yet topography commonly exhibits
the properties associated with equilibrium. Specifically, the river networks obey the
power laws discussed in Chapter 2 (and the references therein), and the hillslopes have
convex profiles (see Fernandes & Dietrich (1997) for a discussion on the timescale of
equilibrium adjustments for hillslopes). One should also recall that observations will
be used to adapt the modeled topography. Thus, signatures of disequilibrium such as
knickpoints and stream capture may still be exhibited by the interpolation surface.
The other two limitations severely hinder the use of the slope-area model for
interpolation. Diffusive processes are required to simulate smooth hillslopes, and
the initial conditions must be adaptable to the data in order to reproduce specific
geographical features. In this chapter, a generalization of the slope-area model is
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developed which includes not only fluvial erosion but also hillslope diffusion, and it
accepts any reasonable initial condition. The new framework is also general enough
to allow inclusion of other processes if desired. The new model is referred to as the
equilibrium model rather than the slope-area model because it no longer enforces the
slope-area relationship to develop the topography.
In this chapter, the equilibrium model is first developed and then compared to
other models of landscape evolution to elucidate its distinctive properties. Finally,
the equilibrium model is tested by examining the hillslope valley transition and the
network scaling properties.
5.1 Equilibrium Model Derivation
As discussed in previous chapters, a simple landscape evolution model can be written:
= U - /3A"'Sn + DV 2z. (5.1)
at
The first term on the right-hand side represents the uplift of the surface relative to a
fixed baselevel (usually the boundary). The second term represents fluvial incision,
and the third term represents the diffusive effects of hillslope processes.
Appropriate values of m and n are not well established, but for equilibrium topog-
raphy only the ratio of m/n is important. The exponent of the slope-area relationship
as well as the self-similarity index depend only on m/n (see Chapters 2 and 3). In
addition, numerical simulations with the same ratio of m/n but different absolute
values of m and n show no visible systematic variation in their basin organization.
Although the absolute values of m and n affect the vertical scale of the topography,
this characteristic can also be controlled through the other parameter values. Thus,
little generality is lost by assuming that m = 0 and n = 1:
OZ = U - 3A 0S + DV 2z. (5.2)
at
Given a constant uplift rate U > 0, the evolution will approach a state of dynamic
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equilibrium in which Oz/&t = 0. If one also expresses the right-hand side in a discrete
form (using a four point approximation for V2 z),
z - z 4D0 = U - A + (D Z) (5.3)
For a point at (i, j), f = (z(i, j + 1) + z(i + 1, j) + (i, j - 1) + z(i - 1, j)) /4. Zd
is the elevation of the point in the downstream direction and Al is the horizontal
distance separating z and Zd. Details about how the drainage directions are assigned
are given later.
Consider first the case in which only tectonic and fluvial processes are active (i.e.
D = 0). One can solve for the equilibrium elevation 2 at a generic point as:
Z = Zd + Al UA- (5.4)
The above relation shows that 2 is the elevation that enforces the slope-area rela-
tionship (2 - zd)/Al = (U//)A~0. If alternatively only diffusion is active, then the
equilibrium elevation can be shown to be -. If all processes are active, one can solve
for the equilibrium elevation zeq as:
2 +A/Al)+(4D/Ax2) (
Zeq (#A9/Al) + (4D/Ax2)
This relation states that the equilibrium elevation under both processes is the weighted
average of 2 and - where the weights depend on the parameters and the contributing
area.
The slope-area model simulates topography in dynamic equilibrium by enforcing
2 through an iterative process. The equilibrium model generalizes this approach by
enforcing zeq by a similar process.
The model implementation can be described as follows. Simulation is performed
on a lattice, which is usually either hexagonal or square (with four or eight neighbors).
Simulations also can be performed on an irregular discretization such as a TIN, which
may be advantageous for some interpolation applications. In most of the simulations
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below, however, a square lattice with eight neighbors is used for simplicity.
Before simulation begins, the elevations of all the lattice points must be specified.
The surface elevation can be specified as desired, but the surface must be single-valued
and adjacent points should not have identical elevations in order to define unique flow
directions.
Boundary conditions must also be specified. Water and sediment are forbidden
from passing through the boundaries except at designated outlets. Outlets can be
single points, segments of the boundary, or the entire boundary, but they always have
fixed (pre-specified) elevations to provide the local baselevels for the simulated basins.
Once the initial and boundary conditions are specified, the equilibrium model can
be implemented by iterating the following two-step procedure.
1. Characterize the surface. Flow directions are needed to trace the path of water
across the surface. At a given point, water is assumed to follow only in the
direction of steepest descent to an adjacent lattice point. For a point at location
i, j on a square lattice (with eight neighbors), the downstream point Zd is:
. . z~i, j)- z(i + ii, j + II) ...\
Zd(i, j) = Maxiij (z(i. (i. . ii, ii = {-1, 0, 1} (5.6)
Once the flow directions are defined, the area contributing discharge to each
point can also be determined by summing up the grid cells (or Theissen polygons
if the lattice is irregular) associated with all upstream points. Notice that
contributing area summations are terminated at pits where flow is assumed to
either infiltrate to deep groundwater or evaporate.
2. Adjust the elevations. Elevation adjustments are made beginning at outlets and
pits and progressing through the existing networks. Specifically, the elevations
of all pits are first adjusted simultaneously (outlets have fixed elevations), then
all points draining immediately into the pits and outlets are adjusted simulta-
neously, and so on until all points are adjusted. The new elevation assigned to
a point Znew depends on whether it is a pit because a pit has no fluvial erosion.
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For a pit (see the next section):
Ze=UAx2
Znew = ~x + _. (5.7)4D
For all other points the equilibrium elevation is enforced:
(#A9/Al) + (4D/Ax 2 ) -
Znew (/AO/Al) + (4D/Ax2) 
-
Notice that this is only an approximation of the final equilibrium elevation of
the point because the flow directions and thus contributing areas may change
as elevations are adjusted.
The above two steps are iterated until the new elevations are equivalent to the existing
ones.
An example of the development of a basin by the equilibrium model is shown in
Figure 5-1. As the figure shows, basins develop through the feedback of elevation
adjustments. For example, as a point's elevation is lowered, it is possible that the
point will become the direction of steepest descent for another neighbor and thus col-
lect additional discharge and require a further reduction in elevation. An important
aspect of the equilibrium model (which accounts for its speed in obtaining equilib-
rium topography) is that if the drainage directions are unchanged by the elevation
adjustments, then the surface is immediately in its final or equilibrium configuration.
5.2 Model Comparison
5.2.1 A Finite-Difference Representation
A comparison with a finite-difference solution to Equation 5.2 demonstrates the key
differences between the iteration development of the equilibrium model and the tem-
poral development of a evolution model. Using a forward finite difference algorithm
and a four point representation of V2z, one can rewrite Equation 5.2 in a discrete
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Figure 5-1: An example of the development of topography using the equilibrium
model. Two edges of the domain are specified as outlets. The edges are open to
discharge and have elevations that are held constant. The grid cell size is 40 and the
parameter values are 0 = m/n = 1/2, U = 0.00001, / = 0.000001, and D = 0.007.
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form:
Zk+1 - Zk = U - A zk - Zd,k 4D G4 - Zk) (5.9)
Atk Alk AX2
It is assumed that the same spatial discretization has been used as for the equilibrium
model. The equilibrium slopes and elevations for this model were derived above.
In order to apply the discrete equation one must find a stable time step. A useful
limit on the time step can be determined from the condition that flow directions
should not be reversed, that is Zk+1 - Zd,k+1 > 0 where Zd,k+1 is the elevation of the
downstream point at the iteration k + 1. Reversal of flow directions is a non-physical
occurrence which happens when the erosion rate f is used for too long of a period.
Using the discrete differential equation, this implies an upper limit on the time step:
Atk = Zk - Zd,k (5.10)
fd,k - fA
Since f varies spatially, the limit on Atk will also vary spatially. The correct Atk
is the one that satisfies all the limits. One can determine the most restrictive case
in advance as follows. For given values of Zk and Zd,k, the most rapid decrease in Zk
occurs when A is the maximum value in the simulation domain Amax and Zk = Zd,k.
The most rapid increase in Zd,k is simply fd,k = U. Substituting these values in the
previous relation, one finds the most restrictive limit to be:
1
Atk = O'(5.11)
k Ak,max/Alk + 4D/AX
2 (
Substituting this time step into the discrete differential equation, one finds:
[1 /AO/Alk + 4D/ZLX 2 1 [ AO/Alk + 4D/AX2 1
Zk+1 = Zk + k Zeq,k . (5.12)
1 Aimax/Alk + 4D/Ax2 J [IA ,max/Alk + 4D/AX
2 j
The relation above shows that the updated elevation is determined as the weighted
average of the last elevation Zk and the current estimate of the equilibrium elevation
Zeq,k. Only when 0 = 0 does the dependence on zk disappear. Notice that 0 appears in
the terms in the square brackets and through zeq,k (see Equation 5.5). In contrast, the
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equilibrium model has no dependence on Zk (see equation 5.8). By enforcing zeq,k at
every iteration, the equilibrium model converges toward equilibrium as though 0 = 0,
but maintains the proper 0 in the equilibrium elevations (Zeq,k). This is equivalent to
assigning 0 = 0 in the square brackets in Equation 5.12. By making this alteration,
one can write:
(3A /Alk) k + (4D/Ax2) fk
Zk+1 = Zeq,k = .(5.13)
( AO/Alk) + (4D/Ax2)
It is important to note that selecting 0 = 0 is equivalent to allowing the At to
vary spatially. If one selects:
1
At =(5.14)(#AO/Al) + (4D/Ax2)
the dependence of Zk+1 on Zk is also removed. This perspective is useful because it
provides a consistent method for treating pits. Such points have an undefined zeqk
because erosion is not active to balance the uplift. However, one can show that their
effective time step is:
1
At = (5.15)
4D/AX2
which implies ze, as written in Equation 5.7.
The second key difference between the evolution and equilibrium models is the
sequence in which the two models update elevations. In a finite-difference method,
Zk+1 is assigned simultaneously to all points within the domain. In the equilibrium
model, the elevation updates are applied sequentially from the outlets to the sources.
This difference implies that the headward model uses Zd,k+1 rather than Zd,k and uses
an estimate for - which mixes elevations from both time steps k and k + 1.
5.2.2 The Self-Organized Critical Model
The equilibrium model and the SOC model (used in Chapter 4) have an apparent
similarity. If diffusion is not active, both models adjust the elevations of points in
order to enforce the slope-area relationship immediately. In this regard both models
are different from the finite-difference approach which slowly adjusts point towards
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the slope-area law. The equilibrium model and the SOC model also have several
important differences. This section briefly summarizes the differences (a more detailed
comparison of the slope-area model and the SOC model has been made by Niemann
et al. (1997)).
There are four key differences between the equilibrium model and the SOC model.
First, the equilibrium model includes tectonic uplift, whereas the SOC model includes
a critical shear stress which must be exceeded for erosion to occur. Tectonic uplift and
critical shear stress have similar roles in the two models because they both combine
with erosion to develop the slope-area relationship. Without the inclusion of one
of these processes both models would ultimately develop flat surfaces. However,
only tectonic uplift allows points to be raised to enforce the slope-area relationship.
This implies that the SOC model, like the slope-area model (but not the equilibrium
model), requires a high initial surface in order to ensure the full development of
channel networks.
The second important difference between the models is the meaning of their it-
erative cycles. The equilibrium model iterates to efficiently develop topography at
dynamic equilibrium. Its evolution is not consistent with a temporal evolution, so
the intermediate stages have little physical meaning. In contrast, the SOC model
simulates the temporal evolution of the topography. Thus, surfaces obtained during
the iterative process are considered to be historical stages of development.
Third, the equilibrium model adjusts all points in disequilibrium at a given itera-
tion beginning with the pits and outlets and progressing headward. The SOC model
as proposed erodes only the most unstable point at a given iteration (Rinaldo et al.
1993, Rigon et al. 1994). This difference makes the SOC model much less efficient
than the equilibrium model at producing the final topographic surface. In addition to
this practical consideration, the sequencing of erosion events has a role in determining
the nature of the final network configurations as discussed in Chapter 4.
Finally, the methods by which hillslope processes are incorporated into the models
are different. Rigon et al. (1994) included hillslope processes in the SOC model by
decoupling the erosion and diffusion and alternately simulating the effects of the two
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processes. In the equilibrium model, diffusion is completely coupled with erosion in
that elevation adjustments are made to simultaneously account for both processes.
5.3 Equilibrium Model Results
5.3.1 Hillslope-Valley Transition
The ability to control the extent of channelization is an important feature of the
equilibrium model. This section examines how this transition occurs in the model.
In nature, the channel heads clearly mark a transition between dominant processes
(Tarboton et al. 1992, Dietrich et al. 1992, Prosser & Abernethy 1996). Hillslope
processes dominate at the upper reaches of the terrain and fluvial processes dominate
in the lower portions. However, the nature of the transition and the strength of the
secondary process in each of these sections is not so clear. For instance, thresholds
might be present which render the secondary process ineffective. In topographies
simulated by the equilibrium model, the extent of channelization is determined by
the competition between fluvial incision and hillslope diffusion. To investigate this
transition, a comparison is made to the case in which fluvial and hillslope processes
act on mutually exclusive portions of the landscape, and simulations are made in both
one and two horizontal dimensions.
If fluvial and hillslope processes occur on exclusive portions of the landscape,
the one dimensional hillslope/channel profile can be determined analytically. In the
diffusive portion, one can write:
d = U (5.16)
dX2  D
from Equation 5.2 assuming dynamic equilibrium. At the hillslope top, x = 0 and
dz/dx = 0 which implies that:
dz U
dx D
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In the fluvial portion of the profile, one can write:
z= U + X (5.18)
at ax
which follows directly from Equation 5.2. Here, x is used as a measure of flow accu-
mulation rather than A because there is only one horizontal dimension. At dynamic
equilibrium:
dz 
_U 0
-- - x- . (5.19)dx#
Equation 5.17 implies a positive slope-distance exponent, whereas Equation 5.19 im-
plies a negative one. The hillslope-valley transition can be defined as the point where
an inflection in slope occurs or where the two slope-distance relationships intersect.
By equating Equations 5.17 and 5.19, one can calculate the transition point as:
D 1/(1+0)
X, - (5.20)
where x* is the distance from the divide to the hillslope-valley transition.
Figure 5-2 shows topographic profiles determined by this analytical model as well
as the detachment-limited and equilibrium models. As expected, good agreement is
observed between the profiles from the detachment-limited and equilibrium models,
and their hillslope-valley transitions occur at the same location. However, a sub-
stantial difference is observed between the profiles from the numerical and analytical
models. The hillslope-valley transition for the analytical model occurs much higher
on the profile than for the numerical models. This difference arises from the treatment
of fluvial erosion in the upper portion of the profile. In the numerical models, fluvial
erosion continues to act strongly in this segment, contrary to the assumption used to
derive the analytical model. With the additional erosion, the slope in the upper part
is reduced so that the combined rate of erosion and diffusion balances the uplift rate.
This is an interesting result because it suggests that the form of a hillslope reflects the
occurrence of erosion even if diffusion dominates. In addition, it demonstrates that
the location of the hillslope-valley transition derived from the analytical approach is
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Figure 5-2: Hillslope profiles from the analytical and numerical models. The left
and right vertical lines indicate the hillslope-valley transition for the analytical and
numerical models, respectively.
a poor estimate for the transition location for the more complicated case.
For two horizontal dimensions, one cannot determine unique profiles as a function
of x. This limitation arises because the discharge and therefore slope no longer
depend directly on x. Instead, the aggregation properties of the surface become an
important consideration. For this case, the transition between hillslopes and valleys
is better observed by plotting the slope versus the contributing area. As described
above, fluvial incision implies a power law relationship between slope and area, and
diffusion causes deviation from this relation. Notice that contributing area is not
well defined for the convex portions of a surface. In these regions, the area that
contributes discharge to a point is always zero. One should instead consider the
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area that contributes flow through a unit length of contour. For discretized surfaces,
one can calculate contributing areas in convex areas, but these values depend on the
discretization. Figure 5-3 shows slope-area relationships for basins developed by the
detachment-limited and equilibrium models with two values of D. As D increases, the
deviation from scaling continues until larger contributing areas. This indicates less
channelization for large values of D. Notice that when D is the same, the deviation
occurs at the same location for the two models.
5.3.2 Network Structure
As described in previous chapters, one should test a proposed model of fluvial incision
by examining the scaling properties of simulated topographies. Here, three scaling
laws are examined: the power decay of the distribution of contributing areas (Equa-
tion 2.21), the scaling of Euclidean basin lengths with contributing area (Equation
2.19), and the scaling of mainstream length with contributing area (Equation 2.16).
Plots of these laws are used to determine the scaling parameters #, h, and Hp. Fig-
ure 5-4 shows the scaling laws for three ensembles; each of the ensembles includes
five simulations. For all the runs, the simulation domains are 500 x 500 pixels and
the initial conditions are realizations from the same white noise process. In the first
ensemble, the equilibrium model is run using a hexagonal lattice and a small value
of D. In the second ensemble, the model is run on a square using the same D. In
the third ensemble, a square lattice is used, but D is increased fifty-fold. The D
value for the first two cases is small enough to produce no visible hillslopes for the
spatial discretization used. In the third case, D develops only the smallest noticeable
smoothing of the hilltops. In all cases, however, the diffusivity influences the rate at
which pits are uplifted (see Equation 5.7).
The figure shows that all three cases result in very similar power laws. This
indicates that the discretization does not impact the scaling laws, and the diffusivity
is unimportant within the range tested. When D becomes large enough to develop
substantial hillslopes, deviations from scaling are observed as previously documented
for the detachment-limited model by Moglen & Bras (1994).
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Figure 5-3: Slope-area relationships calculated from basins simulated by the evolution
and equilibrium model. The simulations used to create the lower plot have a D value
that is ten times that shown in the upper plot.
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bottom plot shows the ratio of moments of Euclidean distance from mainstream source
to outlet as a function of contributing area.
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The observed power laws are similar to those observed for the headward variant of
the SOC model (see Chapter 4). In particular, some deviation is observed from scaling
at larger contributing areas (see especially the contributing area distribution). At
lower contributing areas, values of / = 0.47, h = 0.56, and Hp = 0.88 are estimated
from the ensembles. These values are nearly identical to those for the headward
SOC model. The values also compare fairly well with those observed for real basins.
Using thirteen basins, Rigon et al. (1996) report # values between 0.40 and 0.46, h
values between 0.52 and 0.60, and Hp values between 0.75 and 1.01. The 3 value
obtained from the equilibrium model is at the higher end of the observed range but
is not unreasonable. Similarly, the simulated Hp value is also at the lower end of the
reasonable range since Rigon et al. (1996) observe only one basin with Hp < 0.89.
Because Hp # 1, topographies simulated by the equilibrium model are expected to
exhibit some deviation from self-similarity in the horizontal plane. Overall, these
results suggest that the equilibrium model develops plausible channel networks and
is adequate for the purpose of topographic data interpolation. The next chapter
describes how the equilibrium model is used in a new interpolation method.
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Chapter 6
Interpolation Method
6.1 Introduction
The results in previous chapters suggest that simple physically-based models might
be useful for interpolating topographic data. In particular, the simulated surfaces
reproduce many important statistical characteristics of fluvial topography including
Hack's law and the slope-area relationship. By using such a model in an interpo-
lation method, one expects that the interpolation surface will also tend to exhibit
these properties. Among the models, the equilibrium model approach is particularly
interesting because it rapidly simulates topography in dynamic equilibrium, a state
in which the desirable properties are observed.
For the interpolation application, the equilibrium model must be extended to
construct fine scale topography from observations. For simplicity, it is assumed that
the observations are irregularly-spaced point measurements of elevation. Some data
may be better represented as average elevations within windows of a particular size,
but such data are not explicitly considered here. The proposed method is general
enough, however, to accommodate observations that are linear combinations of point
elevations. The interpolation method should enforce the observations and use them
to produce a plausible estimate of the true topographic surface. This is a challenging
task because fine scale data are not available to constrain the model. The correct
initial and boundary conditions are not well described by widely-spaced data, and
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parameter values may be difficult to determine, particularly because such parameters
can vary within the simulation domain. The non-linearity of the model makes the
lack of information more troubling because it suggests a sensitivity of the simulation
results to unobserved details.
Here, we seek to develop an interpolation method that develops surfaces which
not only have the appealing properties generated by the model but also reproduce the
observations. The general strategy is shown in Figure 6-1. The first step is to deter-
mine the initial and boundary conditions for the model and provide an initial guess
for the erodability parameter. Then, the equilibrium model is run with the specified
initial/boundary conditions and erodability to generate topography. The resulting
surface may not pass through all the observations, but it can be used to determine a
new estimate of the erodability parameter (including spatial variations) which brings
the modeled surface closer to the observations. The equilibrium model and estima-
tion procedure are used repeatedly in this way until the parameter estimates converge.
Given the unpredictable behavior of the model, exact enforcement of the observations
is impossible with a smoothly varying erodability field even after numerous iterations.
So a third and final step distorts the last modeled surface to pass exactly through the
observations. A key property of the distortion method is that it preserves the sur-
face's drainage properties. The next three sections examine the three main elements
of the interpolation method: the determination of initial/boundary conditions, the
estimation of the erodability parameter, and the final distortion method. Although
the distortion method is the last step of the interpolation procedure in practice, it is
discussed first in order to facilitate discussion in the other sections.
6.2 Final Distortion
The goal of the distortion method is to smoothly alter the topography produced by
the model so that the surface passes through the observation points and has no pits.
It is assumed that the model surface already passes near the observations and that the
surface exhibits the desired properties of fluvial topography including fully developed,
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Figure 6-1: Overview of the proposed interpolation algorithm.
pitless drainage patterns.
Distorting the surface is relatively simple if one is not concerned with the oc-
currence of pits. At each observation, the vertical offset Az between the model
surface and the true surface can be calculated. Using any standard exact interpola-
tion method (for example a spline), one can determine offsets for points between the
observations. The new, distorted surface is obtained by adding the interpolated Az
values to the model simulation results.
Unfortunately, this simple approach may create pits. For example, the model
surface elevations may be substantially lower than the observations in a region where
the model produces a large channel but the true surface includes a hillslope. Such a
deviation would cause the distortion method to raise the elevations possibly cutting off
the channel without providing another direction for discharge to escape. Even when
the drainage networks are similar, local modifications of the model surface elevation
can reverse the flow path over short segments of channels.
The simple distortion method can be altered in order to enforce the drainage
condition. A similar problem has been confronted by Hutchinson (1989) when inter-
polating elevation data. In that method, an iterative procedure is used to calculate
a spline interpolation surface. During the iteration process, the drainage properties
of the surface are periodically checked. If pits are observed, then an adjacent saddle
is identified and incised to allow drainage from the pit. The selection of the saddle
and the imposed elevations for the incision are determined by a specific set of rules
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(Hutchinson 1989). This approach can be adapted to the current problem. Rather
than modifying an interpolation surface for elevation z, one instead modifies the Az
surface. A simplification is also possible because the initial topographic surface (i.e.
the model output) is known to be without pits. If a pit is created by the distortion
method, one can simply use the original drainage path as the imposed outlet path for
the pit. This method is much quicker than the one proposed by Hutchinson (1989)
since the path is known in advance. If the distortions are severe, this method may
produce unrealistic solutions and one should revert to a more general method such
as Hutchinson (1989).
Elevations along each pit's outlet path must be re-assigned to remove the pit. The
slope along this path is set to a pre-specified non-negative value. Selection of a smaller
slope value reduces the length over which the elevations must be adjusted. Given the
constant slope assumption, the elevation of at least one point in the segment can be
maintained at its prior value. If no observations are present, then the elevation of the
point midway between the problematic divide and the pit (measured horizontally) is
held fixed (Figure 6-2). One could instead choose to maintain the elevation of the
divide or the pit, but such selections are expected to bias the re-assigned elevations
toward higher and lower values, respectively. If one observation is located within
the segment, the elevation of this point is maintained and the elevations of the other
points are calculated accordingly. If two observations are present, then the method
fails because both observations usually cannot be enforced.
The elevations must be re-assigned over a portion of the network that is large
enough to remove the existing pit and to not create new pits. As an example, consider
the case in which observations do not interfere. One should re-assign elevations
downstream of the point held fixed until the existing elevations are lower than those
needed for the constant-slope channel. Similarly one must adjust elevations along all
upstream paths until the existing elevations are higher than those required for the
constant-slope channel (Figure 6-2).
The distortion method is essentially a variation of the Hutchinson (1989) inter-
polation method. If the model surface is replaced by a plane with constant elevation
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AFigure 6-2: The method used to assign elevations during the removal of pits. Part (a)
shows the removal scheme when no observations are present in the affected region.
Part (b) shows the removal scheme when a single observation is present. The elevation
adjustments continue along sufficient distance to completely remove the pit.
and one considers all adjacent divides in order to remove pits, then one essentially
reverts to the Hutchinson (1989) method. In practice, the modeled surface is not a
plane and the following two sections describe how the initial/boundary conditions and
parameters are determined to minimize the difference between the modeled surface
and the real topography.
6.3 Initial and Boundary Conditions
In order to simulate a topographic surface with the equilibrium model, one must
provide the model with initial and boundary conditions. The initial condition is the
initial elevation field at the resolution required for the interpolation surface. The
boundary conditions are the selected points where discharge is allowed to exit the
simulation domain and the elevations of those points.
A good choice for the initial surface is an estimate of the true topography. As
discussed in Chapter 5, the model's iteration procedure does not correspond to a
temporal evolution. Thus, the initial surface need not be chosen as a historical state
of the topography. Rather, it should be selected to guide the development of the
equilibrium topography. Large-scale features of the initial condition such the locations
of major hillslopes and valleys are often preserved in the simulation results, so a good
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choice for the initial surface is the output from a standard interpolation method.
Such a surface includes any large-scale features visible in the coarse data. It may also
contain pits or excessive smoothness, but these issues are corrected once the model
is run. In the simulations that follow, a completely regularized spline (CRS) is used
to develop the initial surface (Mitisovai & Mitis 1993).
One must also specify the nature of the boundary conditions. The boundary can
be comprised of closed points, which do not allow flow to exit, and open points or
outlets which allow flow to exit. As described previously, the elevations of outlets are
held fixed during the model simulation while the points in the simulation domain are
adjusted by the model. The amount of discharge exiting at an outlet is determined
by the network configuration and the elevation of the boundary point. Low boundary
points will likely be the outlets for major channels whereas high points are expected
to drain only hillslopes or no basin area at all. Given the greater flexibility of open
boundary points, it is assumed that all edges allow discharge to exit. An obvious
method to determine the elevations of the boundaries is to extend the domain of the
CRS interpolation to these points. This simple approach assigns boundary elevations
according to the major valleys and hillslopes observed in the coarse data.
It should be noted that no discharge is allowed to enter the domain from outside
the boundary. This assumption restricts the application of the interpolation method
to domains that include the headwater regions of basins. This limitation can be
overcome only if the location and upstream area of the entering channels are known
in advance. In such a case, one can manually increase the contributing areas at
the appropriate boundary points during the model simulation. In later examples,
topographies are examined in which some contributing area is derived from outside
the domain to demonstrate the sensitivity of the method to this limitation.
At this point, a complete set of initial and boundary conditions have been specified.
The proposed conditions are simple to develop and only require the computation time
of a standard interpolation procedure. It is also interesting to note that if the model
were to not alter the initial surface in order to reach dynamic equilibrium, then no
final distortions would be required and the final interpolation surface would simply
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be a CRS surface.
6.3.1 Optimization of Initial and Boundary Conditions
Although the method suggested above provides a reasonable set of initial and bound-
ary conditions, one may want to improve on these estimates. Both the initial and
boundary conditions rely on a smooth interpolation surface obtained from coarsely
sampled data. Therefore, the initial surface lacks fine scale features that are present
in the true surface. The absence of these features leads to deviations between the
model results and the true surface and between the final interpolation surface (the
model results after the final distortion) and the true surface. This section examines
whether the initial and boundary conditions can be improved by a simple optimization
method.
The ultimate aim in selecting the initial and boundary conditions is to minimize
the deviation between the final interpolation surface and the true surface. How-
ever, because this quantity is unobserved, one requires an alternative measure of
performance. The deviation between the model surface and the true surface at the
observation locations can be used for this purpose and is henceforth called the ob-
served error. By using this measure, one assumes that reducing the observed error
also reduces the deviation between the final interpolation surface and the true surface
(this fundamental assumption is examined below).
An ad hoc optimization procedure can be developed as follows. A trial set of
initial and boundary conditions are obtained from the CRS method as described
in the previous section, and the equilibrium model is run using those conditions.
Once equilibrium is reached, the observed errors are calculated. At each observation
location, one then traces the path of steepest ascent or descent on the modeled surface
to find a point on the contour that corresponds to the observed elevation. The
vector between this point and the observation location implies a horizontal distortion
that removes the observed error. This procedure is repeated to identify a horizontal
distortion for every measurement location (Figure 6-3). If the steepest path does not
lead to a contour high or low enough to match the observation, an additional vertical
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Figure 6-3: The horizontal distortions calculated for a simple two dimensional topo-
graphic profile.
offset is added to that point to account for the error (Figure 6-4). The horizontal and
vertical offsets can then be interpolated (where the interpolation domain includes the
boundary points) to determine smoothly varying offset fields. These offsets are used
to distort the surface in order to match the observations. The distorted surface is
then resubmitted as a new, trial initial surface for the model, and the procedure is
repeated until no additional reduction occurs in the observed error.
This method is developed around three insights. First, it is advantageous for the
initial surface to be as close to dynamic equilibrium as possible. A surface that is
nearly in equilibrium requires less adjustment by the model and therefore has less
observed error. This characteristic supports using an iterative procedure in which the
results of the equilibrium model are adapted and resubmitted as the new trial initial
condition. Second, incorrect initial elevations (excluding the boundary points) pri-
marily result in incorrect configurations of the channel networks. Other topographic
properties such as channel concavity and drainage density are not affected because
these are controlled by the model. In addition, if the channel network configuration is
correct, then the surface elevations must also be correct since the model parameters
are assumed to be known. This observation supports the use of horizontal distor-
tions to relocate channels for the new initial condition. Third, channels present in
the initial condition are largely preserved when the equilibrium model is run. Thus,
one expects horizontal distortions to be effective tools. The vertical distortions are
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Obeys Observations
After Horizontal Changes
Figure 6-4: The vertical distortions calculated for a simple two dimensional topo-
graphic profile after the horizontal distortions in the previous figure have been imple-
mented.
expected to be short-lived because the model will merely lower or raise these points
again to enforce the equilibrium criteria. An important exception to this statement
is the case of boundary points where the changes in elevation are preserved exactly.
One cannot be sure that the distortions develop an initial surface which decreases
the observed error after the model is run. The model results depend on the initial
elevations in a complex and unpredictable way. Small changes in the initial elevation
of a point can cause the relocation of a channel or affect the channel's growth. There-
fore, the optimization procedure may not converge. For this reason it is necessary
to generalize the above procedure in two ways. The first generalization attempts to
refine the distortion field by removing ineffective distortions. After the model is run
using a trial set of distortions, one examines the error at each observation. If the error
has increased locally, then the distortions in this area are set to zero. This approach
assumes that the impact of distortions is mainly local. The estimates are further re-
fined by repeating the process and resetting larger windows of distortions if increases
in error persist. The set of trial distortions that produce the best improvement in
the observed error are used to develop the next iteration of the initial and boundary
conditions.
A second generalization increases the number of distortions considered. Rather
than calculating one set of new distortions at each iteration (and refining them as de-
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Figure 6-5: Methods for calculating the horizontal offsets. The thin curved lines are
contours of the model surface and the open circle is an observation. In part (a),
the horizontal distortion is calculated by following the path of steepest decrease in
elevation (the thick curved line). In part (b), two different distortions are calculated
by first using a random offset (the thick dashed lines) and then following the path of
steepest decrease in elevation.
scribed above), a user-selected number of distortions are calculated and implemented
for the next initial surface. These multiple distortions are determined by first calcu-
latin'g a random initial horizontal offset and then following the path of steepest ascent
or descent as previously described. The random starting points allow the algorithm
to reach different points on the modeled surface with the elevation of the observation
(see Figure 6-5). For simplicity, the random offset is assumed to be uniformly dis-
tributed within a specified radius around each observation. The model is run with
each set of distortions and the results with the lowest observed error are selected for
the next iteration. As more trials are included at each iteration, the optimization
process is more likely to smoothly converge. It should be acknowledged that the
generalized optimization procedure is rather time consuming. Thus, small decreases
in the final interpolation error may not warrant such a complicated procedure. The
generalized optimization procedure is outlined in Figure 6-6.
Figure 6-7 shows an example of the optimization procedure at work. The topog-
raphy used in this example is generated with the equilibrium model and sampled to
provide the measurements for the interpolation procedure. The correct model pa-
rameters are also supplied so that the errors confronted while trying to reconstruct
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Figure 6-6: The generalized algorithm for optimizing the initial and boundary con-
ditions. Trial distortions are calculated using the random offsets as described in the
text. Distortions are improved by setting certain offsets to zero as described in the
text. After the selected number of trial distortions have been made, the surface that
produces the best agreement with the observations is used for the initial surface (and
boundary elevations).
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Figure 6-7: An example application of the proposed method to optimize the initial
and boundary conditions. The solid line shows the root mean square error (RMSE)
of the model surface at the observations before the distortions are made. The dashed
line shows the RMSE of the model surface at all locations after the distortions are
used.
the topography are due entirely to the initial and boundary conditions. Although the
observed error is successfully reduced by the procedure, the deviation between the
final interpolation surface and the true surface remains essentially unchanged. This
result invalidates the earlier assumption that these two quantities behave similarly.
In addition, it suggests that the detailed optimization procedure is unable to improve
on the initial and boundary conditions provided by the simple procedure suggested
in the previous section. Thus, only the simple method is used in the remainder of
this document.
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6.4 Estimation of Erodability
The core of the interpolation procedure is the estimation of the erodability 3. This
parameter determines the vertical scale of the channel profiles and to a lesser extent
the hillslopes. It is assumed that the other equilibrium model parameters U, D, and 0
are constant, but / is allowed to vary in space. To estimate #, it is assumed that devi-
ations between the modeled surface and the elevation measurements (observed errors)
arise from spatial variations in the erodability parameter. In reality, such deviations
may result from a variety of sources: failure of the physical model (e.g. unrepresented
processes), contributions of discharge from outside the simulation domain, incorrect
initial and boundary conditions, and spatial variation of other model parameters.
Because all of these other influences are neglected, the inferred / field is expected to
also reflect these other factors.
6.4.1 Relating Elevation Measurements to Erodability
In order to estimate /, it is first necessary to understand the relationship between
this model parameter and the elevation observations. The simulated topography is
in dynamic equilibrium which implies:
az = 0 = U - #AGS + DV2Z. (6.1)
at
where z, A, S, and /3 all vary in space. This relation implies:
U+DV 2zS= A . (6.2)
# AO
On a discrete grid, one can solve for the elevation of a generic point as:
stream U + DV 2zk 1
Z Z0 + A (6.3)
k k ~ /3
where z, is the elevation of the outlet or boundary point downstream of z. The sum-
mation is comprised of the elevation increments along the stream between the outlet
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and the point of interest. This expression relates the erodabilities to the elevation at
a given location, but it requires knowledge of the drainage network configuration in
order to delineate the stream path and calculate the contributing areas. In addition,
it is not an explicit expression for elevation since the curvature appears on the right
hand side (and the elevations determine the network).
Equation 6.3 suggests the use of an iterative approach to estimate the erodabilities.
If pre-specified values of U, D, and 0 and a previous estimate of / are used to simulate
a surface with the equilibrium model, this surface can be used to determine the
elevations, curvatures, and contributing areas on the right hand side. If elevations are
observed at scattered point locations, one can write an equation for each observation
Zobs as:
stream U + DV 2zk 1
k k3
A complete set of equations like Equation 6.4 can be used to solve for a /3 field
that enforces the observations. This / field is not unique because the number of
unknowns is larger than the number of equations. In addition, such estimates of / are
not expected to be exact because they do not account for the changes in the network
configuration and curvatures induced by local changes of /. Increasing the erodability
of a point lowers its equilibrium slope and therefore reduces the upstream elevations.
The regions with lower elevations are more competitive in capturing drainage area,
so the basin will probably drain additional area. This added area causes further
reductions in equilibrium slopes and elevations. Due to such readjustments, several
iterations are required to obtain reliable estimates of /, and it should be noted that
convergence is not guaranteed particularly if / has substantial local variations.
6.4.2 Surrogate Parameters
One can replace / in Equation 6.3 with another parameter a = 1/ where a is an
erosion resistivity. The revised expression can be written:
stream U + DV 2Zk6 = AO Alkak (6.5)
k k
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where 6 = Zobs - z,. For a set of elevation observations, one can write the matrix
equation:
_= Ga (6.6)
where G is a sparse matrix containing the terms of the summation above, and a is
a vector of all the a values in the simulation domain. Although in reality 6 depends
on a in a nonlinear way, Equations 6.5 and 6.6 provide a linearization about the
a values used to simulate the topography. A linear expression is desirable because
standard parameter estimation methods apply if the observations depend linearly on
the parameters, and 3 values can be easily calculated from estimates of a.
Direct estimation of a is also problematic because of its size. The vector a includes
an entry for every grid point in the fine scale interpolation domain, and treatment of
so many parameters requires significant computational time. In addition, the number
of parameters greatly exceeds the number of equations. To reduce the number of
parameters, a smooth form for the a field is assumed in advance. One can write:
n
ai = A0 + E RijAj (6.7)
j=1
where a is the resistivity at a point indexed by i, n is the number of observations, Rij
is the value at location i of a basis function centered at point j, and the A's are the
parameters to be determined. This representation is advantageous because the field
of resistivities is determined linearly from only n + 1 parameters. The basis function
can be given many forms, but it should be smooth near the origin and decay at larger
distances. We select a basis function from the CRS interpolation method. A CRS
surface for a obeys Equation 6.7 with:
RiE In + El + CE (6-8)
-(2 ) (2) I
where $ is the tension parameter, Ei is the exponential integral function, and CE is
Euler's constant (Mitasovai & Mitis 1993, Abramowitz & Stegun 1970). The variable
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Figure 6-8: Basis functions from the CRS interpolation method.
dij is the distance separating the points i and j:
dij = [(Xi - Xj) 2 + (yi - yj)2 1/2. (6.9)
Figure 6-8 shows the basis function Rij as a function of dij for different tension
parameters. The tension parameter controls the horizontal scale of the basis functions.
If one constructs a matrix _R with the Rij values and includes a row to account for
the A0 term in Equation 6.7, then one can write:
6 = GRA = HA. (6.10)
This matrix equation contains n linear equations and n + 1 unknown parameters.
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6.4.3 CRS Solution Method
One way to solve for the parameters is to adopt the CRS approach completely. Such
a method would calculate a spline interpolation surface of resistivity from observed
values of elevation. Because the CRS method is an exact interpolator, the resistivities
would exactly reproduce the elevations if the provided channel network and curvatures
do not change when the resistivities are implemented. To obtain a CRS solution an
additional equation is included (Mitasova & Mit6s 1993) which states:
EA = 0. (6.11)
j=1
Thus, one has n + 1 linear equations and n + 1 unknowns, and the A values can be
found with a standard solution method for sets of linear equations. With the A's in
hand, one can determine a and # at all locations (from Equation 6.7 and a = 1/#).
It is useful to repeat this procedure with revised topographies. The estimates of #
can be used to simulate a new topographic surface and this surface can then be used
to refine the parameter estimates. Iteration is useful because the relation between
the measurements and parameters is essentially a linearization about the previous
estimate of the parameters. If the model uses parameters that are closer to the
true values, then the parameter estimates are also refined. The procedure should be
iterated until the estimates and the topographic surface reach convergence. The final
topography is then submitted to the distortion method to obtain the interpolation
surface.
This proposed method is applied to a set of elevation data taken from the Buck
Creek basin in California (this data will be examined repeatedly during the develop-
ment and testing of the interpolation method). The data are sampled from a USGS
30 meter DEM and are a portion of the Buck Creek basin analyzed in Chapter 2.
Every sixteenth point in the two cardinal directions (i.e. 480 meter spacing) is pro-
vided to the interpolation method, and the interpolation surface is generated at 120
meter resolution. The final resolution chosen to be coarser than 30 meters because the
DEM was probably produced by interpolating coarser source data. Thus the DEM
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surface at the finest resolution probably includes artifacts of the applied interpolation
method and cannot be treated as the correct topography. For simplicity, appropriate
values of D and 0 are provided to the method, and an appropriate spatially constant
# is used for the initial simulation.
Figure 6-9 shows the a and / surfaces estimated by the proposed technique. The
a surface is relatively smooth because it was generated by the CRS, but the / surface
is extremely rough. Both a and # vary over a wide range because of variations in the
contributing area. At large contributing areas, the parameters must be changed by
large amounts in order to produce significant changes in slope and upstream elevation
(see Equation 6.2). The extreme values of / correspond to a values near zero. Non-
physical negative estimates of a and # occur because lower elevations are required in
the upstream portions than downstream portions of some channels in order to enforce
the observations. This field of / estimates is clearly unacceptable.
The range and roughness of the / surface can be reduced by using a values that are
weighted averages of the calculated estimates and the previous values. Specifically:
0m = [wan + (1 - w)am- 1  (6.12)
where m is the iteration number and w is a weighting factor. Limits can also be
imposed to define an acceptable range of /, and extreme values can be reduced to
fall within this range. Figure 6-10 shows / generated using both Equation 6.12 with
w = 0.1. Although the range of / has been reduced, the surface still exhibits much
local variability. This variability results from the need to enforce the observations
exactly. Consider, for example, a case in which all observations are enforced except
for one point where the model surface is too high. In order to lower this point, / must
be increased either locally or downstream. However, such a change in / also reduces
the elevation of the model surface at any upstream observations. Thus, the increase
in / must be accompanied by another offsetting decrease upstream. This behavior
leads to the local irregularity of the # surface.
This method of estimating / is still problematic because the iterative procedure
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Figure 6-9: Erosion resistivities (a) and erodabilities (b) calculated from the solution
of CRS equations for a portion of the Buck Creek basin in California.
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Figure 6-10: The erodability surface after one iteration using using Equation 6.12
with w = 0.1.
does not converge. Figure 6-11 shows the root mean square error between the observa-
tions and the model surface as the procedure iterates. No sustainable improvements
are observed as the method iterates. Instead, the procedure becomes increasingly
unstable. The instability ultimately arises from the nonlinear relationship between
the observations and the parameters. Although the averaging method in Equation
6.12 reduces the range of a at a given iteration, ultimately the method still targets
exact agreement with the observations. Yet the local variations in # cause consid-
erable reorganization of the network as the channels seek out less resistant paths
for their growth. For example, a decrease in # which is intended to raise upstream
elevations may instead cause a relocation of the channel with unintended upstream
effects. These problems ultimately arise from uncertainties in the configuration of the
drainage network. An alternative method needs to be developed which incorporates
this uncertainty to produce smoother estimates of the parameter surface.
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Figure 6-11: The root mean square error of the model surface including all locations
(without using the final distortion method) as a function of iteration. W = 0.1, and
values of # > 1 are reduced to 1. Similarly, values of /3 < 1 10-6 are raised to 1 10-6.
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6.4.4 Bayesian Estimation
A Bayesian estimator can be used to produce a smooth surface of erodabilities. To
implement a standard Bayesian method, one should rewrite Equation 6.10 to include
an additive error term E:
_-= HA +g E(6.13)
The source of the error is the unknown configuration of the channel network (not
measurement error as is usually the case). Because many different channel network
configurations are possible, one does not know which parameters are related to the
observation or the strength of the connection.
Bayesian estimation requires specification of the joint distribution of the param-
eters and errors. A simple model is:
~ N ,A (6.14)
S0 0 F'6
where N indicates a jointly normal distribution, mA is the vector of prior means for the
parameters, _EA is the covariance matrix for the parameters, and E., is the covariance
matrix for the errors. Equation 6.14 assumes that the parameters and errors are
independent. Because the errors are related to the model, such independence between
the errors and parameters is unlikely. However, this effect is difficult to characterize
and probably has little impact on the effectiveness of the interpolation procedure.
Thus, we assume independence in order to keep the method parsimonious. In this
case, the Bayesian estimator is:
a=i _mAr+ _E _H LT ± ( L- H(mH) . (6.15)
The prior means and covariances must still be specified in detail. It is assumed
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that:
0A or 21c~ 0Z 1c (6.16)
0
0
where 3 is a prior spatially constant erodability, a- is a prior variance for the param-
eters, a 2 is a prior variance for the errors, and I is the identity matrix. Again spatial
independence between the individual errors and between the individual parameters
is assumed for simplicity. One can devise more elaborate priors if desired.
With the simplifying assumptions made throughout, this method should be viewed
as a conceptual rather than strictly probabilistic way to estimate erodability. The
problem is very nonlinear and the errors have a complicated nature. These charac-
teristics strip the method of the optimal properties usually associated with statistical
methods. The benefit of the approximations is that the method is relatively simple
and has few parameters. One must select a tension parameter # which can take the
same value as the tension used to construct the initial condition. One also needs
to provide an initial (spatially constant) guess of 3. Finally, one needs to specify
the parameter v = a-2/U-the absolute values of these variances are not used in the
method and have little probabilistic meaning. The parameters and their role in the
interpolation procedure are described further in the following chapter.
6.4.5 Iterating
As discussed previously, one would like to apply the estimation procedure iteratively
in order to refine the estimates of the parameters. By iterating, one is able to make
multiple observations at each location. Once a field of erodabilities has been esti-
mated from one modeled topography, the erodabilities can be used to generate a new
topography that is compatible with those estimates. Then, the erodability estimates
can be refined in response to the updated channel networks. A Bayesian method
can be used iteratively with little trouble if the observations from each iteration are
independent of those of other iterations. Under this assumption, one can simply use
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the previous estimate of the parameters as the new prior mean. Similarly, the old
posterior covariance of the parameters becomes the new prior parameter covariance.
Thus the new E,, is:
LAA,new = EA- ZAAH T (HZAAHT + Ec.)j 1 'H AA. (6.17)
The prior error covariance remains unchanged as one iterates.
Unfortunately, the errors of each iteration are not expected to be independent.
Because the errors arise from uncertainties in the model, two simulations with similar
parameters are expected to produce correlated errors. The method can easily be
adapted if one assumes that the errors of all iterations have equal correlation p. In
this case, the method remains the same except for the error variance which increases
with iteration number m as (see Appendix A):
or2 = U . (6.18)C'm C [+(m-1)p 1 + (m -2)pJ
This equicorrelated model is only an approximation of the true behavior. In particu-
lar, as the iterations progress, the parameter values are changed by smaller amounts.
If the parameters change less, the errors are expected to be more highly correlated.
Exact treatment of the errors would be very difficult and may not substantially
improve the interpolation problem (see further discussion below). One can develop
a heuristic approach by considering the role of correlation in the equicorrelated case.
Figure 6-12 plots the inverse of the error variance (normalized by the initial value)
as a function of the iteration number. This quantity can be viewed as a dampening
function with lower values indicating less updating of the parameters. If the correla-
tion between adjacent iterations increases as the iteration number increases, the tail
of this function would be reduced. An exponential or double exponential (Gaussian)
curve qualitatively captures this behavior and can be written respectively as:
or2 = -2 eP(m,1 ) (2 = e[p(m_1Y 2 . (6.19)
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Figure 6-12: The decrease in the inverse of error covariance coefficient as a function
of iteration number for various conceptual models.
Such heuristic curves still require a parameter p which reflects the level of correlation,
but the parameter is no longer the correlation value itself.
The upper portion of Figure 6-13 shows the behavior of the interpolation method
for the various dampening functions shown in Figure 6-12. The data from Buck Creek
is used again for this plot. It should be noticed from the onset that all the cases suc-
cessfully reduce the error as they iterate (in contrast to the CRS method examined
above). The error is reduced significantly over the first ten or so iterations and then
remains relatively unchanged. Although the error has converged, adjustments to the
parameters continue for several additional iterations. The uncorrelated case exhibits
some instability which causes the error to increase and decrease noticeably from one
iteration to the next. The other methods have smoother progressions because they
change the erodability less after several iterations have passed. The key difference
between the various methods lies in the number of iterations required before conver-
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gence. The exponential and especially the double exponential terminate sooner than
the equicorrelated case because the tails of the dampening functions are smaller. This
is a desirable property because it implies a quicker interpolation procedure. In addi-
tion, little accuracy is lost since most of the reduction of error occurs during the first
few iterations.
The bottom part of Figure 6-13 uses the Gaussian method with different values
of the correlation parameter. As the correlation parameter is reduced, the iteration
procedure continues for longer periods. With lower values, this method continues iter-
ating for durations more like those of the exponential and equicorrelated cases above.
Although the Gaussian method has a different shape for the dampening function, the
reduction of error is quite similar to those from the other models. This observation
suggests that details of the dampening function shape are not very important. The
function simply needs to increase the error variance as one iterates in order to smooth
out the instabilities and eventually terminate the procedure. Furthermore, low values
of the correlation parameter also appear to have little practical use since most of the
reduction of error occurs in the first ten or so iterations. Thus, a Gaussian dampening
function with a correlation parameter around 0.01 will be used in the remainder of
this document. This issue will be discussed further in the next chapter, along with
other issues regarding parameter sensitivity.
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Figure 6-13: The sensitivity of the interpolation results to the shape of the dampening
function and the correlation parameter p. The runs were terminated when the ratio
of the largest entry in the parameter covariance matrix to the largest entry of the
error covariance matrix reached a specified minimum value. The minimum value was
1 - 10-7 110-8, and 1 -10-9 for the equicorrelated, exponential, and Gaussian cases,
respectively.
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Chapter 7
Interpolation Results
In this chapter, the proposed interpolation method is tested in various ways. The
first section examines the role of the interpolation parameters and suggests methods
for determining their values. The second section investigates the sensitivity of the
interpolation results to the required equilibrium model parameters. The third section
compares the proposed interpolation procedure to two other methods, and the final
section applies the procedure to data sets from different spatial scales and geographical
locations.
7.1 Determination of Interpolation Parameters
The interpolation procedure requires specification of four parameters. The parameter
q is the spline tension for the initial topography and the erodability surface. The
parameter / is an initial, spatially constant guess for the erodability. v is the ratio
of the error and parameter covariances and reflects the uncertainty in the assumed
relation between the model parameters and the measurements. p is related to the
correlation of the errors from different iterations during the estimation procedure and
controls the procedure's termination. Chapter 6 discussed the role of p along with
the shape of the proposed dampening function. It was suggested that v = 0.1 is a
reasonable choice for this parameter.
The / parameter controls the horizontal scale of the basis functions used to repre-
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sent the initial topography and the resistivity surface. A large tension value implies a
small basis function width (Figure 6-8). Qualitatively, the tension parameter controls
the tautness of the interpolation surface. As the scale of the basis function decreases,
the interpolation surface tends toward the constant A0 value except for a small region
around each data point. Thus, the surface appears to be loosely draped over the
data. In practice, only a limited range of tension values is useful, and a reasonable
value can be selected by visual inspection of the model's initial condition. It should
be noted that the range of acceptable 0 values depends on the average spacing of the
observations.
The value of / determines the starting point for the procedure to estimate the
erodabilities. In practice, even the spatial mean of /3 is not well-known in advance,
so it is desirable for the interpolation results to be insensitive to the selected value.
Figure 7-1 displays the behavior of the interpolation procedure when different values
of 3 are used. The elevation data are taken from a portion of the Buck Creek basin
in California (they are identical to the data used in Chapter 6). The three curves
shown in each portion of the figure have different / values as labeled, and all other
parameters are held constant. The intermediate / value is an estimate of # obtained
from a slope-area plot of the fine scale data. The other two values were chosen so
that the initial observed errors have similar magnitudes. These / values differ enough
from the correct one to cause obvious deviation between the observed and simulated
reliefs.
The figure shows that the procedure is insensitive to the value of /. The top part
of the figure displays the simulated topography's RMSE at the observations as the
procedure iteratively estimates the erodabilities. Initially the poor guesses of / result
in higher observed errors, but after less than five iterations the three cases converge
to similar values. The center plot shows the RMSE at all locations, which has a
behavior similar to the observed error. The lower portion shows the RMSE at all
locations if the procedure is interrupted at each observation to distort the surface
to pass exactly through the observations (the distortion is for analysis only and is
discarded for the next iteration). This plot is useful because it shows whether the
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Figure 7-1: The behavior of the interpolation method for different values of #. The
top and middle plots show the RMSE of the simulation at the observations (observed
error) and all locations, respectively. The bottom plot shows the RMSE at all loca-
tions if the surface is distorted to pass exactly through the observations after each
iteration. The parameters are: = 0.005, v = 400, 6 = 0.33, and D = 100.
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incremental changes in the erodability parameters cause a reduction in the errors of
the final interpolation surface. The figure demonstrates that the interval over which
the error declines is much shorter than the interval over which the parameters are
varied. In addition, the reductions in error occur within slightly different intervals
for the three 3 values. This observation suggests that a few additional iterations may
be required in order to reach convergence if the initial estimates are inaccurate. As
suggested in the previous chapter, p = 0.1 is adequate in all cases because the errors
are optimized well before the procedure is terminated. The plot also shows that the
final errors differ slightly between the three cases, but this difference is not systematic.
It results from small unpredictable differences in the network configurations. The plot
shows that the case with a high / has a surprisingly low initial error. Because the
erodability starts with a large value, the first simulation has very little relief. The
surface is distorted to pass through the observations, but it is essentially smooth. A
smooth and exact interpolator is expected to have less error than a rough one. As
discussed in Chapter 6, the interpolation procedure produces results similar to the
one proposed by Hutchinson (1989) when the model surface is a horizontal plane.
The final interpolation parameter to be specified is v which reflects the uncertainty
in the relationship between the model parameters and the observations. Lower values
of v cause the parameters to change more each time the observations are compared
to a simulated surface. Figure 7-2 shows the behavior of the interpolation errors for
different values of v (the figure's format is identical to Figure 7-1). The observed errors
decline similarly when v > 400, but lower values of v result in lower final observed
errors. When v = 200, the initial portion of the plot does not decline as expected.
This is the start of instability in the interpolation procedure. When v is set too low,
the estimation procedure over-adjusts the erodabilities because the nonlinearity of the
model is not represented in the measurement equation. Instability is not observed in
the latter iterations because the adjustments are increasingly dampened when p > 0.
When v and p are zero, the estimation procedure attempts to enforce the observations
exactly at all iterations, and the procedure is essentially the same as the CRS solution
method described in Chapter 6.
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Figure 7-2: The sensitivity of the Buck Creek interpolation results to the value of v.
The parameters are: q$ 0.005, /= 0.06, 0 = 0.33, and D = 100.
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An acceptable value of v can be determined by observing the decline of the ob-
served error for trial values of v. Because the decline of the observed error has a
similar form to the decline of the final interpolation error (the bottom plot in Fig-
ure 7-2), values of v which efficiently reduce the observed error also reduce the final
error. One should select the lowest v value that produces a stable decline in the
observed error. In this case, one would select v = 400. Although this value produces
slightly higher final errors than the other values, the difference is slight and is not a
typical result.
7.2 Sensitivity to Model Parameters
In addition to the parameters of the interpolation algorithm, one must specify the
equilibrium model parameters. Unlike the interpolation parameters which can be
estimated through simple procedures, the model parameters must be specified in
advance. Fortunately, the value of the uplift rate U can be set arbitrarily since only
the relative strengths of the uplift, erosion, and diffusive processes are important.
However, appropriate values for D and 0 must be determined. The parameter D
controls scale of the hillslopes and therefore the extent to which the topography is
channelized. The exponent 6 determines the concavity of the channels and influences
the network aggregation pattern.
One may be forced to use crude estimates of 0. If the data set covers a large enough
region, 0 can be calculated at large scales and assumed to be appropriate also for fine
scales. In such cases, 0 can be calculated using either the slope-area relationship
or Playfair's law (see Chapter 3). In many cases, including those considered here,
the datasets are not extensive enough to make estimates at large scales and one
may be forced to use a value based solely on the literature. Numerous authors have
estimated 0 in various geologic and climatic settings (Flint 1974, Hack 1957, Tarboton
et al. 1989a, Moglen & Bras 1994, Veneziano & Niemann 2000b, Snyder et al. 2000).
Although a range of values is observed, empirical estimates commonly fall between
0.3 and 0.6, and some authors have argued that 0 should be 0.5 on theoretical grounds
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(see discussion in Chapter 3 or Snyder et al. (2000)).
Figure 7-3 shows the behavior of the interpolation procedure when different values
of 0 are used. Again, the data are from Buck Creek. Because 0 is varied between
the two cases, 3, D, and v must also be changed in order to produce acceptable
results. In the first case, 0 = 0.33 which was estimated from the fine scale data with
a slope-area plot. In the second case, 0 = 0.5. The figure shows that the RMSE
at the observations and all locations (top and center plots, respectively) are reduced
more slowly when 0 = 0.5. In addition, the interpolation procedure produces a less
accurate interpolation surface when 0 is mis-specified (bottom plot). Nonetheless,
the interpolation procedure successfully reduces the errors for both 0 values. The
procedure remains successful because the concavity of the channels can be partially
corrected through local variations of 3. These results suggest that the interpolation
method can still be used if 0 is not well known, but the accuracy of the results is
diminished.
Estimation of diffusivity is also problematic because it controls features at fine
(usually unobserved) scales. In addition, D is expected to vary more widely with
geographical location than 0. Figure 7-4 shows interpolation results for Buck Creek
when D is given different values. It should be noted that different values of D require
different values of v because the nonlinearity of the model depends on the extent
of channelization. The intermediate D value was estimated visually from the fine
scale data. The plots show that the higher value of D produces an interpolation
surface with less error even though the diffusivity is unrealistic. The improvement
occurs because higher D values imply less channelization and a smoother interpolation
surface. Although the smoother surface is not physically correct, it results in less
error. This behavior reveals an important limitation in using root mean square error
as a measure of performance.
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7.3 Comparison of Interpolation Methods
In this section, the proposed physically-based interpolation method is compared to
two other methods: CRS and fractal interpolation. The CRS method (Mitisova &
Mitis 1993) is representative of smooth interpolators. Hutchinson's method (Hutchin-
son 1989) and Kriging (Chiles & Delfiner 1999) are expected to produce similar sur-
faces. In contrast, the fractal interpolation method produces rough interpolation
surfaces. The method used here is from Yokoya et al. (1989) and Polidori & Chorow-
icz (1993), but the method proposed by Bindlish & Barros (1996) is expected to
produce similar results.
The comparison is made using the Buck Creek data analyzed above. The data
supplied to the methods has a 480 meter spacing and the interpolation surfaces are
generated at a 120 meter spacing. Figure 7-5 shows the DEM surface at the 120
meter resolution. To make the comparison, each method is supplied with accurate
values for its required parameters. A reasonable tension value is used for the CRS,
the fractal method uses a scaling exponent derived from the fine scale data, and the
physically-based method is provided appropriate values for 0 and D. This setup favors
the fractal and physically-based methods since they are provided more information.
Figure 7-6 shows the interpolation results for the CRS method. The interpolation
surface is smoother than the correct topography. In particular, the small channels
do not appear in the reconstructed surface. This implies less roughness and a lower
drainage density. In addition, the valley bottoms are wider than the actual surface.
Both the valley width and the drainage density are controlled largely by the spacing
of the data. The interpolation surface also has numerous pits particularly in the main
valleys where the true channel slope is low.
Figure 7-7 shows the fractal interpolation surface. As expected, this surface is
much rougher than the CRS surface. Although the local variability has a magnitude
similar to the true surface (through the enforcement of the fractal scaling law), it
does not have the correct spatial organization. In particular, the roughness of the
true surface occurs mainly as the result of channelization rather than local fractality.
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Figure 7-5: A portion of the Buck Creek basin in California. The circles indicate the
locations of the data supplied to the interpolation methods (every fourth point in the
two cardinal directions).
0
Figure 7-6: The CRS interpolation surface for the Buck Creek data.
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Figure 7-7: The fractal interpolation surface for the Buck Creek data.
The interpolation surface also has valleys that are wider than the true surface and an
abundance of pits throughout the topography.
Figure 7-8 shows the physically-based interpolation surface. This surface has a
very similar appearance to the correct surface. They have a similar degree of rough-
ness and extent of channelization. In various portions of the surface, the drainage
density is greater or less than the actual surface. The configuration of the fine scale
channels is also different but the large channels are correctly reproduced. The two
surfaces have similar valley widths, and the interpolation surface has no pits. It
should also be noted that along one edge of the interpolation domain, significant
discharge is contributed to the main channel from outside the domain. This results
in low boundary elevations and a flatter main valley, both of which are reproduced
by the interpolation surface through spatial variations of the erodability parameter
(Figure 7-9).
The interpolation methods can be evaluated quantitatively as well. Figure 7-10
shows histograms of elevation for the true surface and the three interpolation surfaces.
All three methods reproduce the observed distribution of elevations fairly well, but
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Figure 7-8: The physically-based interpolation surface for the Buck Creek data. The
parameter values are: < = 0.005, 3 = 0.06, P = 400, 0 = 0.33, and D = 100.
the physically-based method has the closest agreement. Also shown in the figure are
the RMSE of the interpolated elevations. In this regard the CRS method is superior.
This result is expected because this method is designed for accurate reproduction of
elevations (and thus the surface is very smooth). Both the fractal method and the
physically-based method aim to reproduce the irregularity of the original surface. The
physically-based method has a lower elevation error than the fractal surface because
its roughness is more like the true surface.
Figure 7-11 shows the histograms of slope where slope is determined in the di-
rection of steepest descent. The true surface has a slightly skewed distribution with
a peak around 0.5. The CRS and fractal histograms are more skewed with peaks
around 0.3. It should not be surprising that the CRS surface underestimates slopes
since slopes are included in the roughness measure that is minimized by the method
(Mitisovi & Mitas 1993). The histograms for the true surface and the physically-
based method have similar skewness and peak values (the peak value for the inter-
polation surface is slightly lower). The histogram for the physically-based method is
165
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Figure 7-9: The erodability surface calculated by the physically-based interpolator.
Lighter shading indicates higher erodability. The interpolation surface's drainage
network is superimposed along with the locations of the supplied data (the circles).
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surfaces.
Histograms of slope for the Buck Creek DEM and the three interpolation
also narrower than the one for the true surface. The RMSE of the slopes are also
shown on the plots. The physically-based surface has the lowest value with the CRS
surface only slightly worse. The fractal method has significantly more error in the
slope estimates.
Figure 7-12 shows the histograms for the curvatures of the surfaces. The true
surface has a nearly symmetrical histogram around zero. The CRS surface also has
a symmetrical histogram but it is much more peaked. The CRS method includes
curvature in the roughness measure that it aims to minimize. Thus, the curvatures
are all near zero and the histogram is not very representative of the true surface. The
fractal interpolation surface reproduces the curvature histogram quite well, but the
physically-based method is not so successful. The right-hand side of the histogram
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corresponds to the valleys, and it reproduces the observed histogram well. The left-
hand side, however, is very peaked like the spline. The equilibrium model used in
the physically-based method enforces a condition of constant negative curvature on
the hillslopes. The method then uses a CRS to distort the surface and enforce the
observed elevations. The negative curvatures are therefore expected to be clustered
around a constant, imposed value. The RMSE of the curvatures from each surface is
also shown. Although the CRS method has an unrealistic histogram of curvatures, its
estimates have the least error. The fractal method has the most realistic histogram
but the most error.
It should be noted that the comparisons made above neglect an important part of
the reconstructed topographies: their drainage networks. Only the physically-based
method produces realistic drainage networks without pits. Thus, only this method
can develop realistic scaling properties as described in earlier chapters.
The results of this section suggest that the different methods have their individual
strengths. For accurate estimation of elevation and curvature, the CRS method is su-
perior. For accurate estimation of slopes the physically-based method is best. For re-
alistic simulation of the fine scale topography (elevations, slopes, drainage networks),
the physically-based method is superior. For realistic simulation of the curvature, the
fractal method is best.
7.4 Applicability of the Method
The previous analyses have focused on one set of elevation data. In this section, the
interpolation method is applied to other cases to study the extent of its applicability.
Both the spacing of the provided data and the nature of the underlying topography
are varied in the following examples.
The role of the data spacing is considered first. Figures 7-13 and 7-14 show the
behavior of the interpolation errors when the supplied data have different densities.
In the previous analyses, every fourth data point in each cardinal direction was sup-
plied to the interpolation procedure. Here the rate of data sampling is changed so
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that less data is provided to the method. As the sampling density is reduced, all
other model parameters are held fixed except for the spline tension which should de-
crease with larger spacings of data. In all cases, the interpolation method successfully
reduces the RMSE at the observations and at all locations before the final distortion
(Figure 7-14). However, for widely-spaced data, the final interpolation error becomes
increasingly difficult to reduce. This behavior occurs because the data are insufficient
to constrain the network configurations of the interpolation surface. The simulated
networks become increasing unrelated to the actual networks, and alteration of the
erodabilities is unable to improve their agreement (Figure 7-13). These results also
suggest that as the channelization is extended to scales which are increasingly smaller
than the observation spacing, the simulated networks become increasingly unrelated
to the actual networks.
The interpolation technique can be further tested by applying it to different geo-
graphical locations. The top surface in Figure 7-15 shows the so-called WE38 basin
which has been studied by Tucker (1996) within the context of landscape evolution
modeling. This example lies in the ridge and valley region of Pennsylvania, and a
portion of a ridge is visible in the headwaters of the basin. The topography is rep-
resented at a 40 meter resolution which is much finer than the Buck Creek example
considered above (the data are obtained by sampling from a 5 meter DEM). The
CRS and physically-based interpolation procedures are used to reconstruct the 40
meter surface from data spaced at 160 meters. The middle portion of the figure
shows the CRS interpolation surface for reference. This method develops a relatively
good representation of the surface because of the abundance of data. However, the
interpolation surface exhibits the same problems observed for the Buck Creek case.
The surface generated by the physically-based method is shown in the bottom
portion of the figure. The surface was developed using a generic 6 = 0.5 rather than
a value estimated from the data. Tucker (1996) reports 0 = -0.44, so the assumed
value is not too far from the correct one. The diffusivity value was selected by
comparing the interpolation results with the fine scale surface. In practice, one does
not have this option, but the comparisons are more informative if D is reasonable.
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Figure 7-13: Physically-based interpolation surfaces for Buck Creek when data is
provided at different spacings. In the top plot, every sixth point in the two cardinal
directions is provided to the interpolation algorithm. In the bottom plot, every eighth
point is supplied to the algorithm.
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Figure 7-14: The sensitivity of the proposed interpolation method to the data spacing.
The dotted lines show the errors from the CRS method for reference. The parameters
are: /3 = 0.06, v = 400, 0 = 0.33, and D = 100. When the sample spacing is 4, 6,
and 8, q$=0.005, 0.004, 0.003, respectively.
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The interpolation surface is a very good representation of the actual topography. The
hillslopes and valleys have a remarkable similarity to those of the true surface, and the
channel configurations are reproduced well. No pits are present in the interpolation
surface (the contours seem to indicate pits, but this is an artifact of the software
used to visualize the surface). The drainage density of the interpolation surface is
a bit too high in the lower portion of the basin. This observation suggests that the
specified D is not quite correct. In the lower portion of the basin, the RMSE of the
physically-based interpolation surface elevations is less than that of the CRS surface.
In the ridge portion of the basin, the physically-based method does not reproduce the
true topography so well. Although the ridge is essentially smooth, the equilibrium
model produces some channelization. This difference suggests either that the ridge
has a different diffusivity than the valley or that some physical property of the ridge
is not represented in the model (for example, a threshold shear stress to initiate
erosion). When the ridge is included, the CRS surface has a lower RMSE than the
physically-based surface.
Figure 7-16 shows another application of the proposed interpolation technique.
The topography is part of the Mahantango basin in central Pennsylvania and the data
are from USGS 30 meter DEMs. The WE38 basin is a tributary of the Mahantango
but lies outside the interpolation domain. The figure shows the topography at a 120
meter resolution, and the interpolation procedures are used to reconstruct this surface
from data spaced at 480 meters. Like the previous case, a ridge is a key component of
the topography. This example, however, has a key difference from the two previous
cases: more channelization is observed at scales finer than the sampling resolution.
In this case, the interpolation method was supplied estimates of 0 and D from the
fine scale data.
The physically-based method has much more trouble with this example even
though the estimates of 0 and D are obtained from the fine scale data. On the
left side of the surface, the interpolation surface is a fairly good reconstruction of
the true surface. As expected, the fine scale details of the channel networks differ,
but the larger channels are reproduced well considering the spacing of the data. In
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Figure 7-15: DEM data for the WE38 basin in Pennsylvania (top) along with in-
terpolation results for the CRS method (middle) and the physically-based method
(bottom).
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the central portion of the topography, the interpolation surface reproduces the ridge
by reducing the erodabilities, but the ridge exhibits too much channelization. As
discussed for the previous case, this problem results from a weakness in the physical
model. On the right side of the surface, the interpolation procedure is unable to
match the observations without creating pits. The model develops channels in this
area but they do not coincide with the correct ones. When the surface is distorted
to enforce the observations, pits are created that cannot be removed by following the
pre-existing channel patterns. One could alter the distortion method to remove the
pits as proposed by Hutchinson (1989). This more elaborate method may be more
successful. Part of the problem in this section of the topography is the abundance of
data at the same elevation (note the number, of points that fall on the same contour).
Such data provide the interpolation procedure with little indication of the correct
network configuration yet these observations must be enforced in the end.
Figure 7-17 shows another application of the proposed method. This topography
is from the Moshannon Creek river basin in Pennsylvania. This topography does
not have the ridge and valley features observed in the previous two cases. It does,
however, have a peculiar form which includes fairly flat hill tops and numerous low
saddle points. The topography is displayed at a resolution of 120 meters which is the
resolution required of the interpolation surfaces. Unlike, the previous cases, the data
are spaced irregularly. Every third point in the cardinal directions is sampled with a
0.25 probability. The interpolation procedure uses 0 = 0.5 and a diffusivity to match
the level of channelization estimated from the fine scale topography.
Because of the clustering of data and the low sampling rate, the physically-based
interpolation surface only crudely resembles the true surface. In particular, the inter-
polated elevations sometimes deviate considerably from the true values at unobserved
locations, and the channel networks differ significantly from the correct ones. A cou-
ple of pits are present near the top of a hillslope (not where they are indicated by the
contours). The interpolation surface also lacks the numerous low saddles observed
throughout the true topography.
Although the physically-based interpolation surface has significant shortcomings,
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Figure 7-16: DEM data for a portion of the Mahantango River basin (top) along with
interpolation results for the CRS method (middle) and the physically-based method
(bottom).
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the CRS topography also has problems. This surface has several large pits and dis-
plays few features that resemble hillslopes and valleys. This example emphasizes the
individual strengths of the two procedures. Whereas the CRS method produces more
accurate estimates of the unobserved elevations, the proposed method produces a
more realistic topographic surface.
The final example considered here is from Brushy Creek in Alabama. The data
are originally from a 30 meter USGS DEM. The interpolation methods are provided
with data at a 240 meter spacing, and they reconstruct the topography at a 60
meter resolution. Figure 7-18 shows the true topography along with the CRS and
physically-based interpolation surfaces. The true topography has low relief and wide
valley bottoms. The valley shapes may be the result of deposition or an artifact
from the generation of the DEM. The proposed interpolation method uses 0 = 0.5
and a diffusivity estimated visually from the fine scale topography. The interpolation
surface has a good resemblance to the true topography, but it does not reproduce the
wide valley bottoms. This difference may or may not be appealing depending on the
origin of this feature.
Although the tests made in this section do not fully characterize the applicability
of the interpolation procedure, several general observations can be made. First, the
interpolation procedure performs better when the equilibrium model is appropriate
for the topography. Spatial variations of the parameters and unrepresented processes
can cause visible differences between the true and interpolated surfaces. Second, the
interpolation algorithm performs best when the a portion of the channelization is well
observed by the data. If the channelization continues down to very fine scales, the
simulated channels become less related to the true channels. Finally, in cases where
the interpolation procedure struggles to reproduce the correct channel configuration,
pits may remain in the final surface. In such cases, one can revert to a more elaborate
pit removal algorithm.
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Figure 7-17: DEM data for a portion of the Moshannon Creek basin in Pennsylvania
(top) along with interpolation results for the CRS method (middle) and the physically-
based method (bottom).
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Figure 7-18: DEM data for a portion of the Brushy Creek basin in Alabama (top)
along with interpolation results for the CRS method (middle) and the physically-
based method (bottom).
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
This thesis has considered a broad range of issues regarding the characterization and
simulation of fluvial topography. In this chapter, the main results are summarized
and several directions for future research are discussed.
8.1 Summary of Results
In Chapter 2, a precise condition for river basin self-similarity was presented. This
condition was shown to lead to a number of power laws that have been observed for
natural basins. The condition was also shown to be compatible with a previously
proposed, detachment-limited landscape evolution model. If self-similarity occurs,
then the self-similarity index H is related to two model parameters m and n. These
parameters are exponents that control the influence of drainage area and local channel
slope on the fluvial incision rate. The relation between the self-similarity index and the
model parameters differs depending on whether the topographic surface is dynamic
or static. The dynamic renormalization case can occur when the uplift rate is zero.
The static renormalization case can occur if the topography is in equilibrium with a
positive uplift rate, and in this case H depends only on the ratio M/n.
The self-similarity condition is important because it provides a specific hypothesis
of basin scaling invariance. The precise nature of the hypothesized condition deter-
mines how one should analyze natural and synthetic basins. For example, stream
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lengths must be measured in a manner that captures the same relative detail at all
scales in order to observe the expected exponent value for Hack's law. Because nu-
merous scaling laws can be traced to the underlying self-similarity, the condition also
helps to efficiently characterize basin topography. Instead of measuring several scaling
laws that arise from the same underlying scaling condition, one can focus on measur-
ing features that are independent of one another. The condition also allows a better
understanding of the physical origin of basin self-similarity. The renormalization anal-
ysis demonstrates that self-similarity is related to the form of the evolution equation.
The nature of the self-similarity (if it occurs) does not hinge on a particular type of
heterogeneity of the parameters or the details of the initial conditions. Rather, the
self-similarity condition and the value of H depend on the renormalization properties
of the model dynamics. The physical origin of the self-similarity is not fully explained
by these results because they do not demonstrate that the topography is attracted
toward self-similarity. Parameter heterogeneity and the initial conditions may influ-
ence the tendency of topography to be self-similar, but the nature of their roles is not
fully understood. In addition, the evolution model considered is phenomenological
rather than fundamental. Channelization is assumed in advance, so the results do
not explain the propensity of surface flow to form aggregating channels.
Chapter 3 examined a pre-existing method to estimate m/n from data. This
method is based on Playfair's law and assumes that tributaries erode at the same
rate near their confluence. It determines m/n by analyzing the slopes and contribut-
ing areas of the tributaries at junctions. Approximating the local channel slopes with
upstream averages was shown to bias m/n estimates toward higher values. In addi-
tion, temporal variations in the uplift rate were shown to produce local discontinuities
in the channel slopes if diffusion does not occur in the channels. These discontinuities
progress through the network with constant vertical velocity, and they can affect es-
timates of m/n because incision rates upstream and downstream of these points are
different (see conclusions in Section 3.4).
These results have a practical significance because they characterize biases that
may occur when estimating m/n from data (particularly as one measures slopes over
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longer distances). In addition, understanding the progression of knickpoints provides
a way to test the detachment-limited model. Consider a hypothetical region where the
model is believed to hold with relatively homogeneous parameters and the uplift rate
(or baselevel lowering rate) has changed from one relatively constant value to another.
According to the model, the knickpoints associated with the change in uplift rate
should be located at the same elevation. Systematic variations in the elevations of the
knickpoints with horizontal stream-wise distance from the outlet would indicate more
complex fluvial dynamics than represented by the model. Also, temporal variations
in uplift are not sufficient to reorganize a basin because the knickpoints travel with
constant vertical speed through the network. Thus, the model implies that network
properties are not altered or accumulated as uplift rate varies through time. Instead,
the original drainage network is preserved despite the uplift changes.
Chapter 4 investigated the dependence of basin scaling properties on the mode
of network development. Three discrete planar growth models (Scheidegger, Eden,
and invasion percolation) were presented and the scaling properties of their networks
were examined. These models produce networks with significantly different geometric
properties, but when compared with the statistics of natural basins, all the simulated
networks were shown to be inadequate. The planar models were then extended to
include the effects of elevation during their development. The resulting configurations
have scaling properties that still depend on the model (Scheidegger, Eden, or invasion
percolation) but are closer to natural river networks when compared with those from
the planar growth rules (see conclusions in Section 4.6).
The results from Chapter 4 suggest an interesting connection between the planar
scaling properties of basins and the surface elevations during development. When
elevation is included in the Scheidegger model, for example, the scaling properties in
the horizontal plane are significantly different than those for the planar model. The
changes in scaling arise from alterations in the mode of basin growth and the ability
of the three-dimensional networks to reorganize after the initial growth has occurred.
During the network growth, the surface elevations have an important role. Channels
which persist at lower elevations have a greater capacity to capture additional ter-
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ritory. Thus, a stream that is short and drains significant area has an advantage in
continuing its growth because of its implied low elevation. These results also can be
interpreted in light of the relationship between the detachment-limited model and the
self-similarity condition. The extensions of the planar models have different growth
dynamics than the detachment-limited model and lead to moderately different basin
scaling properties. This observation suggests that the scaling properties are sensitive
to the sequencing of erosion events.
In Chapter 5, a simple model for fluvial topography was developed. The proposed
model (the equilibrium model) simulates topography only at dynamic equilibrium but
can produce such topography more rapidly than standard landscape evolution models.
The model includes tectonic uplift, fluvial incision, and linear hillslope diffusion.
It adjusts elevations according to a headward sequencing algorithm that is based
on the Scheidegger model extension from Chapter 4. Topographies generated by
the equilibrium model exhibit many realistic features. In particular, the simulated
surfaces reproduce several power laws observed for natural basins. The exponents
suggest some deviation from self-similarity but are close to those of natural basins.
This model is expected to have many applications. Because it simulates realistic
topography more rapidly than detailed evolution models, the equilibrium model can
be used for applications that require large or numerous topographic simulations. For
example, if one wants to test the sensitivity of runoff production to the degree of
channelization using a distributed hydrologic model, one could generate ensembles
of topographies using specified diffusivity values and then characterize the runoff
production using the synthetic surfaces.
In Chapters 6 and 7, the equilibrium model was used to develop a physically-
based interpolation method. This method seeks to estimate the model's erodability
parameter, including spatial variations, in order to adapt the model results to ob-
served elevations. A completely regularized spline is first used to develop topography
at the desired fine-scale resolution, and this surface provides the initial and boundary
elevations for the model. Given an initial guess for the erodability surface, the model
is then used to generate topography with realistic drainage characteristics. A new
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estimate of the erodability surface is derived from the deviations between the model
results and the observed elevations. Because changes in the erodability imply nonlin-
ear changes in the topography, the procedure (including both the model application
and the parameter estimation steps) must be repeated until the erodability values
converge. Exact agreement between the surface and all the observations is not pos-
sible because of the unpredictable behavior of the model. The estimation procedure
therefore approaches the problem from a Bayesian perspective and allows some de-
viation from the observations. Once the erodability field converges, a final distortion
method is used to enforce the observations exactly. This distortion is performed in
a manner that preserves the drainage properties of the surface. Because the inter-
polation method produces surfaces with more roughness than smooth interpolation
surfaces, its elevation estimates usually have more error. However, the interpolation
method produces surfaces with realistic roughness and drainage characteristics.
The physically-based method is a good complement to smooth interpolation meth-
ods such as a completely regularized spline (CRS). The CRS method has fewer pa-
rameters and therefore is easier to use than the proposed method. It also requires
less computation and produces elevation estimates with lower errors than those from
the proposed method. Thus, the CRS method (or a similar smooth interpolation
method) is more appropriate for certain applications. However, the physically-based
method develops surfaces with more realistic drainage properties and texture which
is important for some purposes. For example, the physically-based method would
be appropriate for generating fine-scale topography for distributed hydrologic mod-
eling. For such models, accurate reproduction of the slopes and channel patterns is
more important than accurate estimation of the elevations. For similar reasons, the
physically-based method is probably more appropriate than a smooth interpolation
method for generating fine scale surfaces to assess vehicle mobility.
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8.2 Future Research
Numerous directions can be pursued as extensions of this research. In this section, a
few avenues for research are described and possible approaches are offered.
Various aspects of channel networks and basin topography are independent of the
self-similarity condition. Understanding the nature and origin of these properties
represents an important direction for future research. One feature that warrants ad-
ditional study is channel sinuosity. The self-similarity condition in Chapter 2 relates
large-scale features of large downstream channels to small-scale features of small up-
stream channels. The condition does not relate large and small features at the same
location. A similar scaling invariance condition has been proposed to describe this
local rescaling property of channels (Veneziano & Niemann 2000b), but the physical
origin of this property is not well understood. The local self-similarity of channels
may be related to the side branching characteristics as described by the Tokunaga
matrix (Tokunaga 1978, Peckham 1995a). One might expect small side tributaries
to lead to small-scale redirections of the main stream since these tributaries drain
only small areas. Large tributaries drain large areas and thus may lead to large-scale
redirections of the main stream. The redirection of the main stream is related to the
angle between the main stream and the tributary at their junction. Junction angles
have been studied previously from a variational perspective by Howard (1990). One
could use digital elevation model data to determine the extent to which sinuosity is
explained by the network branching and junction angles. A simple model could then
be developed for stream courses based on the branching characteristics.
The equilibrium model could also be extended in a number of useful ways. Ad-
ditional processes could be included and the current set of processes could be repre-
sented in greater detail. One weakness of the current model is its inability to simulate
wide valley bottoms (see Chapter 7). Valley width could be included by adding simple
representations of the valley widening processes such as lateral migration of channels
and over-bank flow and deposition. A simple method to introduce valley width would
be to add a second diffusion term. Whereas hillslope diffusion reduces elevations to
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smooth the hilltops, the new term would raise elevations to round the valley bottoms.
This method is advantageous because it requires only one additional parameter which
controls the valley width. The cross-sectional shape of the valley is determined by
the nature of the diffusion (e.g. linear or non-linear). Any hypothesized model for
valley widening should be tested by examining the shapes of natural valley bottoms
and comparing them with simulated cross-sections.
The interpolation algorithm could be generalized to accept more diverse types of
data. Currently, the method accepts only point elevation data, but spatially-averaged
elevation data could be included with little trouble. Another important source of
information is blue line data. Blue lines indicate the locations but not the elevations
of the major channels. Treating such data would require significant alterations to the
proposed interpolation method. One possible approach is as follows. When developing
the initial fine-scale topography, blue lines could be assigned lower elevations than
the rest of the surface to promote growth of major channels at these locations. The
model could then be used repeatedly to estimate the erodability as described in
Chapter 6. The resulting surfaces could then be distorted horizontally to ensure
that the simulated channels align with the provided blue lines. The elevations along
the blue lines should also be updated to obey the slope-area relationship. Standard
interpolation methods have been adapted for cases in which all channel locations are
known in advance (see Chapter 1). Thus, inclusion of blue lines in the physically-based
method would be most useful when only the major channels are specified through blue
lines and the minor tributaries still must be simulated.
New methods could also be developed to ease the application of the interpolation
procedure. The algorithm currently treats all portions of the interpolation domain
simultaneously, but this approach is too slow for large datasets. These datasets may
require a more sophisticated method which first treats subsections of the data and
then merges the subsections together. Similar approaches have been developed for
other interpolation methods and could be adapted for the proposed method. Another
useful modification would be to use an irregular mesh for the model simulations. One
could also develop efficient procedures to estimate the model parameters from limited
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data.
Sampling strategies could be devised to improve the performance of the interpo-
lation method. Possible strategies could be devised by sampling elevations according
to certain rules. For example, one might propose a scheme that samples the hilltops
and/or valley bottoms with higher frequency than the hillsides. The performance of
the interpolation method could then be evaluated empirically by quantifying trends
in the error as the sampling procedure is varied. The interpolation method may per-
form better when the channel locations are better sampled. If more channel locations
are observed through the data, then a smaller portion of the roughness needs to be
generated by the interpolation method. The interpolation surface might be smoother
in effect, and thus the error may be reduced.
Methods could also be developed to interpolate datasets such as soil moisture
or texture that depend on the topography. One can envision projects in which soil
moisture and elevation measurements are available at coarse resolutions and a repre-
sentation of both surfaces is required at a finer resolution. Joint consideration of the
elevation and moisture fields is advantageous because the variability of soil moisture
depends in part on the topography. One expects higher soil moistures in valleys and
around channel heads where flow lines converge. One could approach this problem
by using the existing interpolation method to develop a topographic surface at the
fine scale. This surface could then be used to determine fine scale trends in the
soil moisture. Soil moisture levels also depend on characteristics such as soil texture
and vegetation cover, and data for these characteristics could also be included in the
interpolation method. Soil moisture fields may also exhibit significant local variabil-
ity which is unrelated to these other properties. This variability could be included
by developing a conditional simulation method for soil moisture in addition to the
estimation procedure.
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Appendix A
Equicorrelated Errors
This appendix investigates the impact of correlations among measurement errors when
one makes multiple observations of the same variable. The following is a simplified
analogy to the problem faced in Chapter 6. Consider the case when multiple mea-
surements z are made to estimate a single parameter A. These measurements directly
observe the parameter but have measurement errors which are correlated with each
other. For this case, one can write a measurement equation as:
z= Al +E (A.1)
where the vector c contains the additive measurement errors. In an analogy to the
problem in Chapter 6, each measurement is assumed to be obtained in conjunction
with a model simulation. An estimate of the parameter is required after each obser-
vation is obtained in order to update the model and interpret the next observation.
Thus, it is necessary to repeatedly estimate the parameter as one collects the obser-
vations.
To estimate A with a Bayesian approach, one assumes that A and z have a jointly
normal distribution. The prior parameter variance is a , and the errors and param-
eter are assumed to be independent. If m measurements have been made, the prior
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covariance for the errors is an m x m matrix:
or2 + 2 or2 21
(A.2)
2 2 UU2 21
which has aA+ f along the diagonals and A + Ep in all other entries. All the errors
are assumed to be equally correlated and p is the correlation.
If the measurements were independent, one could easily estimate A. After each
measurement is collected, the posterior parameter variance is used as the new prior
parameter variance as described in Chapter 6. When the measurements are depen-
dent, repeated observations should be weighted less when estimating the parameter
to account for the reduced information they provide.
In order to address the role of the error correlation, one should re-examine the
posterior parameter variance -lz. Under the assumptions above, one can write:
-oz 0Z - E -1 2 T (A.3)
where !Ez is a vector describing the covariance of the parameter and measurements
and Ezz is the covariance matrix of the measurements. The equicorrelated form
of the prior error covariance matrix is useful because it allows one to solve for a-2
analytically. If m observations are used (i.e. after m iterations), the posterior variance
is:
= 1/ -+ - (A.4)AI z 01 2 1 1 +(M -- 1)p.
This implies:
1 1 1 m
+ - . (A.5)
or1 z 2 2 + (M - 1)p
where the inverted variances can be thought of as precisions. Notice that the preci-
sions are additive which enables one to consider the incremental change in precision
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as one includes the mth observation. This change is:
1 1 1 m rn-i
-- - I - = -
-- I (A.6)
a2 1+ (in- )p -+ (m - 2)p
Alz m A -z m1
When p = 0:
1 1 _ 1
-- -. (A.7)
Alz m jAlz rn-i E
Thus, if one uses a method that regards the measurements as independent, then ao2
should be increased as:
21 U2 M T m-1
__.2___ rn-i(A.8)
E E _11+(m-1)p 1+(m-2)p(
to account for the dependence. This approach is used for the equicorrelated case
described in Chapter 6.
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